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Two detained
as witnesses
ih bombing
By SALLY STREFF BUZBEE
Associated Press Writer
OKLAHOMA_ CITY (AP)
Two men being sought as witnesses in the Oklahoma City bombing were taken into custody today
.in Carthage, Mo., after their',
.'`ir
was spotted in a motel parking
lot, authorities said.
The men were detained amid a
nationwide marihunt for -John
Doe_ Z," the second suspect in
nation's worst .domestic terrorist
attatk.
Gary Allen Land and Robert
Jacks were arrested without In.-1 dent on material witness warrants
issued in connection with ,the
bombing, said FBI spokesman
Dan Vogel. He refused to give
further details.
Asked if the heavyset. squarr"
-jaWed Land
2," ,Vogel said. "We don't kpow
that. We have not determined
whether he is or not -A federal grand jury Was
.believed to be meeting in the case
in ("Siklahorria- CitY. Authorities
refused to - cortfirm variou.
:
- -re-ports, including . statement;
rr

BERNARD KANE,Ledgef S T ,•••ps
RAINY DAY READING: Diana Thorn selects another book to read during Monday's rainy day visit
to the Calloway County Public Library.
While Tuesday dawned bright and sunny, clouds are expected to return.

Autopsy shows missing girl strangled
•

1 A GRANGE. Ky. (AP)
A
Stalbosky•s body was found, said
young Ohio woman stranded in
Jim Fullenlove, Lii Grange police
Kentucky by car trouble was
public information officer.
apparently beaten on her head
Beim, a Tennessee native who
and suffocated, an autopsy
had been staying in Hazel. Ky.,
showed.
emerged from a police car hand- The body of Myra Stalbosky,
cuffed and shackled. He covered
Ill, of Russellville. Ohio, was
his head with a blue jean shirt
found Sunday a few -feet from 'and declined comment as he was
Interstate 71 in Henry County
led into the Oldham County jail.
A truck driver who said he had
Arraignment was set for today
helped Stalbosky was charged
in Oldham District Court.
with her murder On Monday,
Stalhosky's body was found
William Christopher Belew, 21, about seven miles from the gas
was returned to Oldham County
station whcrc she was last seen
from Paducah, where he was
Thursday night.
arrested Sunday night hours alter
Staltiosky called her father in

S

•

•

Ohio from an 1-71 rest stop to say
she was having trouble with her
pickup. She was en route to
Eddyvilte to pick up her brother's
girlfriend.
She called .her father — who is
a police officer in Peebles, Ohio
-- again from an Oldham Countygas station to say a trucker had
followed her to the station to
make' sure she made it OK. But
whcn her father arrived there two
hours later, she was gone. Her
pickup was Still there.
Witnesses reported that Stalbosky:_ who had graduated from a
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The Missouri Highway Patrol
was alerted hy the FBI to watch
for- a white 19g1 Thunderbird
with an Arizona licence platit,
around Joplin Sgt. Ric k Baird
spotted the vehicle at the Kei
•
cr
Lake Motel ik nearby ( arthige
•
or;,
about 9 p m Monday and ques
tinned the `Ivin----01-01. said High
V14.01.1,
Sg4-.--Arc-bie--14une
FBI agents secured the, area
around the motel, then. at (.
a.m. today, entered a motel nxiti,
and took the men into custod,
Dunn said
At midmorning, the eight unit
one-story ••‘brick motel was .
•
• Page

police academy in Ohio early last
month, climbed into a tractortrailer and left with the driver
Beim told authorities last Friday that he had helpedStalbosky
and had dropped her off at a
nearby Wal-Mart
He was not held at the time of
his questioning but was said to be
cooperating with police.
Belew drove for Three Rivers
Trucking Inc of Paris. Tenn.. and
had a Tennessee driver's license.
Fullenlove said He said he did
II See Page 2

EKU penalized
'for failure to
meet state goals
GEORGETOWN,- Ky (AP)
F.astern
Kentucky University will lose out on
S..230.4(K) in state money for failing to retain
or graduate enough students, which the
school president Named partly on tougher
academic standards.
The decision marked the first time that a
stair -university will he penalised -ify
Council on Higher Education for not meeting
performance goals set by the slate.
Eastern President Ilanly Fanderburk said
efforts to toughen the school's academic
sundards might have caused some students'
to Hunk out or quit.
funderburk said Monday that Eastern had
started several programs that try to keep students in college by .identifymg early which
students are. having academic trouble and
working with them.
"We know -that our retention is not what
we would like it to be.- he said.
The other seven state universities and the
community college system received the full
-ighaptio( mosey available to-them. a-Asia-0U.
S22.I million. (By way of comparison, the
1995-96 higher education budget is $703

66 _
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Local voter
registration
gets boost
By AMY WILSON
Staff W• tar
Although he I,
,r
fr.nm
COut%Cy is anti,
).t.-hcr , ,:..r
hon this year
• —We. will
bt..(ting
'ACC•
will in,lude a list of
soters for We
county.-(oursey said "V. c• had to' enter ail
the information iron ihe .omputer and son.:
to Frankfort' before 4e could get our ma.t.zr
list That is wly: tho hooks havc to he closcd
.311 days prior to the

gir

' This ycar
!-,a•,- r,•!,:ister••ii
because of the new moult oter I, .s which
was passed by Coniftesv to allow people to
regist'er
vote at circuit clerk's offices, mill
tary recruiting stations, and- the offices of
Medicaid. A1,1 to families si.tth Depen.lcnt
Children,
Food Stamps Jrn,1 W orncn, Infants
▪
"ri .."44-A-1- Astir
.••
- `11114114110J1tatzEukseer T•Nis D-013
and Children Poilirr-N.
Calloway County Deputy'
Clerk Lisa Chrismen processes applications. and Kw** plate renewals Monday at the
clerk's office. The clerk's office Me been busy gathering voter registration information to send to Frankfort
See Page 2
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Call to Iowa part of renovation effort for auditorium

-

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
When it comes to campus
buildings, Murray State University officials want to stick with
traditicia — even if it means placing a call to Iowa.
Since last July's fire in the
Fine Arts Annex that led to
smoke and water damage in
Loveu Auditorium, tfie long distance lines have been busy.
"We called in a consultant who
oversaw the repainting of Loveu
Auditorium almost 20 years ago,
as well as Pogue Library and
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum," said Dr. Roger Reichmuth, dean of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication.
That consultant, George- Pavelonis, is also - a former MSU

T

employee. Curently, he is an
interior design coordinator at
Northern Iowa University. He
served in the same capacity at
MSU from 1978 to 1984.
"Dr. Reichmuth called me and
told me about the fire," Pavelonis
said. "It was really a big surprise
that he remembered me.
"When I was employed at
MSU. I had worked on the plans
for the building and had scheduled the repainting of Loveu for
Dr. Kala Stroup's inauguration,"
he said.
Pavelonis arrived in Murray in
October to examine the
auditorium.
"It made me sick when I saw
it," he said. "I didn't know
whether we would be able to fix
it because there were some major

problems."
The most noticeable problem
was that the stage floor had
buckled because of water damage. Soot covered the walls and
the carpeting was damp and
musty.
The university's first step to
restore the auditorium was to
initiate a cleaning process. Unfortunately, the curtains weren't able
to withstand that effort and had
to
replaced.
"I ••ked through the building's blueprints and examined the
way it was detailed," Pavelonis
said. "I talked with President
Kern Alexander and he said he
wanted the auditorium to convey
elegance and richness."
As a result, Pavelonis decided
to work the school's colors into

the project.
"We strengthened elements
that had never before been
defined through the use of blue
and gold colors," he said. "We
were very historically attentive
and focused our attention on
details."
Through the use of neutral col•ors, as well as medium blue and
metallic gold around the upper
borders, Pavelonis said many new
details were emphasized.
"We detailed a shield above
the stage and it looks almost like
a painting," he said. "Rather than
trying to hide the pipes in the
sprinkler system that show in the
ceiling, we painted them and
brought out new details."
Even the windows received
special treatment. Rathcr than
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office (38), at the local high
school (28) or through the Food
"The rolls will fluctuate from Stamps program (28), as well as
time to time," Coursey said. "But through other programs.
Of the 167 Republicans who
this year's increase is because of
registered
to vote, the majority
easier access. We have even had
to pull employees away from (86) did so when renewing their
counter work to enter all the driver's license. Others registered
information in the computer in through the clerk's office (27), at
the local high school (21) or
order to meet the deadline."
the Food Stamps progthrough
Although it may be easier for
voters to register, the new ram (15), as well as through other
method has caused some programs.
However, for the May 23 primconfusion.
ary, only Democrats and Republi"The difficulty with this new
process lies in the fact that peo- cans are eligible to vote. Coursey
said that anyone who registered
ple aren't in our office to see
where they are on the map for as Independent is ineligible to
vote because there is no Indepenprecinct placement," Coursey
dent
on the ballot.
said. "We have made numerous
"Anyone listed as no party prephone calls to voters to try and..
explain where they should go." ference will also be exempted
from the primary," Coursey said.
Since the beginning of the
year, the majority of new voters
in Calloway _County have registered to vote while renewing their
driver's. license.
"From Jan. 1 to April 18, we
have had a total of 253 more FROM PAGE 1
Democrats sign up, 167 more
million.)
Republicans, four more IndepenThe state in 1993 said it would
dents and 200 more who are classified as no party preference," begin requiring universities to
earn any funding increases by
Coursey said.
meeting certain performance
Of the 253 new Democrats
goals. The 1995-96 school year
who registered to vote, the majority (123) did so in conjunction - will be the first time the system
was put into place.
with their driver's license. Others
But the amount of universities'
registered through the clerk's

•EKU...
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"I have talked with officials in
Frankfort about this and the
guidelines are straightforward.
"We made numerous phone
calls to those who had registered
as no party preference and notified them that they would be
unable to vote in the primary,"
Coursey said. "Some of the voters weren't aware of this. If you
didn't fill out a classification,
you were listed as no party
preference."
On the state level, 68,547 new
voters registered from Jan. 1 to
April 13.
"For all of 1994, we only had
55,000 register to vote across the
state," Coursey said. "When a
state-wide election comes up, we
see more activity on behalf of the
voters."

"I was very glad to be consulted on this project," he said. "I
have a certain feeling about Murray. You never know how something will turn out until you do it
because each project is different."
The sound of music will fill

FROM PAGE T
helicopter Saturday nighL took
their reg,istrat:w. records and examined the room where they
stayed.
Vinita is 180 miles northeast of
Oklahoma City on Interstate 44;
Carthage is 60 miles to the northeast of there, also on the
interstate.
The death toll in the April 19
blast stood at 139, including 15
children. At least 40 people were
still missing.
Convinced there was almost no
chance someone was still alive in
the wreckage. of the Alfred P.

IIII Autopsy...
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The Nichols aren't charged in
the Oklahoma City case and
McVeigh isn't charged in the
Michigan case.
In other developments:
— :FBI agents on Monday
raided a trailer in - Kingman
belonging to Michael Fortier, an
Army buddy of McVeigh's. Fortier was seen driving off just
before the raid.
— The FBI searched a spot
outside Junction City, 'Kan.,
where witnesses reported seeing a
Ryder truck sometime after April
17. Agents searched the woods
and sent divers into Geary State
Fishing Lake, looking for evidence that materials for the
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil
bomb were mixed nearby and the
mixing equipment thrown into
the water.
Herington, Kan., investigators found a receipt for one ton
of ammonium nitrate in the home
of McVeigh's friend Terry
Nichols, a senior law enforce-.
ment official told The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity.
The official said the receipt
bore a fingerprint of McVeigh's
and shows the ammonium nitrate
was bought in Kansas. It could
thus establish a link between the
bombing and NichcIs.
— Nichols arid his brother,
James, are charged with conspiring with McVeigh to detonate
explosives on James Nichols'
farm in Decker, Mich. .The
charges are unrelated to the
bombing, and McVeigh is not
charged in ,the alleged
conspiracy.
A bond hearing for James
Nichols was to continue today.
His brother is being held without
bond..

Murrah Federal Building, rescue
workers turned to machinery to
search for bodies. A huge backhoe mounted on tracks like a
bulldozer was to lift debris from
inside the ruins and set it down
outside, where it will be searched
by hand, said Assistant Fire Chief
Jon Hansen.
Hansen said he told families
that "there are. some people we
budgets that are awarded based
probably won't find."
on performance will decline draOn Monday, the FBI released a
matically in 1997-98.
revised sketch df the suspect
Under,a funding model also
approved Monday, the amount of known as John Doe 2, believed to
be the man who was with
money linked to performance
McVeigh on April 17 in Junction
systemwide will range from $1.7
City, Kan., when McVeigh
million to $16.9 million, dependallegedly rented the truck that
ing on how much the state votes
carried the bomb.
to increase higher .education's
The sketch shows him in a probudget.
file
view, appearing stocky and
The council measures whether
wearing a baseball cap. He is
universities qualify for full fundvery tan and muscular and may
ing based on how well they
be
a weightlifter, said FBI agent
achieve 27 state-set goals in five
Weldon Kennedy.
categories. It ranks universities
A woman who said she knew
on a seal& of 100 points.
Land
when he lived in the PhoeuniversiTo get full funding, a
ty must earn a majority of points nix suburb of Mesa, Ariz., said
in each category — which East- he often lifted weights outside his
trailer at the Copper State Motel
ern did not do.
& Trailer Park.
Eastern did not receive any
He lived there about nine
points in the category that meamon,ths with another man before
sures how many students seeking
moving out last fall, said Opal
bachelor's degrees hive graHancock. "They were just
duated, transferred to another colweird," Hancock said. "They FROM PAGE 1
lege or are still enrolled after five
would just sit there drinking all
years. It also tracks how many
not know how long or why Belew
day."
students seeking associate.
had been staying in Hazel.
The U.S. Army Personnel Cendegrees fall into those 'categories
_ W.eakley _County,_ Tenn.,. Sherter in St. Louis said Monday that
at the end of three years.
Mike Wilson said Belew lives
iff
Land had served in the Army.
Eastern was eligible to getnear the Latham community in
But the records center's Sgt. Dor$1,919,900 next year, but instead
Tennessee.
othy Young said today that she
will receive $1,689,500.
"I'm familiar_with him
had been mistaken about that.
J. David Porter, the council's
(Belew)," Wilson said. "He has
Land and Jacks lived at El Trovice chairman, said he was generfrequent visitor to our
v4tore Motel in Kingman, Ariz., been a
ally pleased with the first year's
jail."
Vont Nov. 3 to April 3, according
results. But he also noted that no
Police officials in Tennessee
managers Bill and June Terrato
university received a perfect
said }Mew had pleaded guilty to
nova. When the two men left,
score.
misdemeanors after being
said they were headed for
they
iThe University of Louisville
charged_with assaulting-a former
Oklahoma.
received 95 points, the best score.
girlfriend.
McVeigh stayed at two motels
It was followed by Kentucky
La Grange police said it was
State at 93, and Morehead State, down the road during that period: 'too soon to tell if Stalbosky had
.92.
the Hilltop from Feb. 11-17 and been sexually assaulted. Her body
the Imperial from March 31 to was fully clothed when found.
April 12.
Fullenlove said police had set
The FBI bulletin reported that up a memorial fund at the Bank
Land, 35, had been last seen of Oldham County to help the
April 24-25 at a motel in Vinita, family with funeral expenses.
said Sgt. Dave Myers, spokesman
Officers from at least three
for the Arizona Department of departments will honor Stalbosky
Public Safety. Jacks was at her funeral Thursday.
described as in his mid-50s.
Pick 3
McVeigh is the only person
9-8-9
charged' in the case.
Pick 4
Two buddies of his, brothers
5-2-2-9
James and Terry Nichols, have
Cash 5
been charged separately by feder1-12-16-27-34
al authorities in Michigan with
conspiring with McVeigh to
It Works Wonders
make and detonate small bombs
American
Heart
on James Nichols' farm in
Association_
Sponsored by:
Shell
Mich.
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The Louisville Orchestra is
recognized throughout the world
for its commitment to contemporary music. In addition to the
evening performance, conductor
Lawrence Leighton Smith will
hold a pre-concert lecture at 7
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall.
Although the orchestra is not
the first musical group to perform
in ..the redecorated auditorium,
this concert will be the first to be
held there by MCNIA since the
fire.

Although Pavelonis has not
seen the finished product, he
plans to visit Murray soon.

Ship Weekly & Save Money
51-1- 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Ilssv (41 N Olympic Plaza
751.2180
er,ton •••

Loveu Auditorium May 3 as the
Louisville Orchestra gears up for
an 8 p.m. concert.
Sponsored by the Murray Civic
Music Association, the concert
will feature a performance of
Gustav Mahler's Symphony No.
5 in C-sharp minor.

III Bombing...

•Voters...
FROM PAGE 1
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heavy, dark drapes, the windows
now sport a simple type of window covering.
"We did things differently so
the details on the windows can be
seen," Pavelonis said. "The windows had never really been
exposed and Dr. Alexander was
extremely concerned about making sure they were emphasized
well."
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Freedom Fest yard
sale set for May 6
Attention all bargain hunters!
The Spring Freedom Fest City-wide
yard sale is just around the corner!
West Kentucky's Biggest Spring
City-wide Yard Sale will be in
Murray, Ky., May 6 from 7 a.m.
until 3 p.m. In past years, over 100
yard sales have been in the city on
yard sale day, and thousands from
all over the region have flocked to
Murray for this day of bargain
hunting.
Yard sale maps with locations of
Hazel Matthal, a member of the Murray Woman's Club's garden department,
helps Tony Wells plant a flower.

Specializbug In Custom Kitchen Cabinets. Vanities & Furniture

flowers so that the entrance would
be a colorful place this summer.
After the students finished their
work, they were given 'a kids meal
from Wendy's and had a picnic in
the park and a little play time before
returning to their school.
Dr. Mary Valentine, counselor
iind Kay Weber, service learning
coordinator, accompanied the students to the park for their project.
The students learned that it can be
fun to work with adults and a lot can
be accomplished when we all work
together.

ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED

"National Tourism Week helps
focus our community on the importance of travel and tourism to the
economic, social, and cultural
well-being of Murray and, on a
larger scale, Kentucky ifsel11; said
Judy Gargus, Director of the Murray Tourism Commission.
Travelers in Murray and Calloway County spent more than $19
million dollars in 1993,according to
the Kentucky Department of Travel
Development. They also supported
458 jobs that year.
Across the United States, travel
and tourism mean big business,

according to the Tourisin Works for
America .Council in *ashington,
D.C. During 1993, tourism and
travel expenditures within the Western Kentucky Lakes and Rivers
Region, which includes Murray and
Calloway County, resulted in a
$345 million infusion into Kentucky's economy.
"Travel and tourism dollars
means jobs for our friends and
neighbors..additional sales for local
businesses, and greater tax revenues
to support our community," observed Gargus. "Considering these
figures, it's easy to see why the
industry's slogan is Tourism Works
For America'."
In celebration of the tourism
industry, the Murray Tourism Commission is hosting its annual Business After Hours on Tuesday, May
16 from 4:30-6 p.m. at Shoney's Inn.

11

"Service Above Seir - (left to right) - Al Andrews, Printing Services and
Supplies; Laurence Purvis, Michelson Jewelers; Paco Jobson, Honorary
Rotarian; Kenneth Imes, Miller Funeral Home; Mike Rumble, Murray Calloway
County Hospital; and Scott Selber, retired; all accepted the commitment 01
"Service Above Self" as they were recently Inducted Into the Murray Rotary
Club.
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EFINING THE
FUTURE OF
HEALTHCARE

State University. He is also a
December 1994 graduate of the
American Bankers Association
Commercial Lending Graduate
Sch(x)I. Hei is the son of Frances
Hargrove and the late T.C. Hargrove. He and his wife Kathy have
two children, Jessi and TJ.
Peoples Bank is the only independent Bank located in Murray and
has total assets of $205,000.

In co111111111ntles throw4hour the
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Tourism Week observed May 1-5
To recognize travel and tourism
as one of Murray's most important •
industries, the Murray Tourism
Commission announced today its
plans to observe National Tourism
Week during the week of May 1-5.

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

From Lexington to Maysville,
from Russelhille_to Mayfield,
from Owensboro to Louisville...

BOB HARGROVE

3A

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURAArCE

Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach: Agent.

"Glue is Your Measurements—Well Build To Suit Your Needs'
Open Monday-Friday 9-6. Saturday 9-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3 miles from Murray • 753-0961
.
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Hargrove named bank VP
Harold G. Doran, CEO and President of Peoples Bank of Murray,
announced that Bob/Hargrove has
been named Vice president. Hargrove is responsible for Commercial Lending. "Bob has been an
important asset to the Bank during
our growth period of the last several
years," Doran said. "We are proud
of his expanding role at the bank as
well as his involvement in leadership roles in. the community."
Hargrove joined Peoples Bank of
Murray in October 1991.
*fore Hargrove joined Peoples
Bank of Murray, he was Branch
pffice Manager at Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association
in Murray. Prior to that he was an
Office Branch Manager for Hutson
Agricultural Service, also of Murray. Hargrove is active in numerous
community activities. He is Past
President of the United Way and is
Vice President of the Murray Chamber of Commerce. He is a member
of the MSU Racer Club and Murray
Rotary Club and a graduate of
Leadership Murray. Hargrove is an
active member of the Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Hargrove is a graduate of Murray

Be sure to come and find your
treasure at this Spring's city-We
yard sale in Murray! For more
information, call Freedom Fest
headquarters at (502) 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004.

W•0•0•D•W•0•R•K•S

Students plant flowers
April 23-29 was designated as
National Volunteer Week, and
Tuesday, April 25 as National Day
of Service.
Some students from the Murray
Primary School,in conjunction with
members of the Garden Department
of the Murray Women's Club and
members of the Murray Senior
Citizens, went ot the Murray-Calloway County Park and prepared the
flower garden at the entrance of the
park.
The students worked side-by side with the adults to set'out the

yard sales and descriptions of items
to be sold will be available at the
Commerce Centre at 805 N. 12th St.
on May 5 from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. and on May 6 from 6 a.m. until
12 p.m.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Tragedy lights
GOP hopefuls
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Oklahoma City tragedy has illuminated the leadership styles of several Republican presidential candi' dates. and hinted at how they might guide the nation in a time of
crisis.
President .ClintOn set a standard for filling the complex role
demanded of chief executives in such a circumstance — expressing
anger, grief, resolve and comfort.
As in war, the country wants to rally around a single voice, analysts say, so candidates would be wise to support the president as
they express their sorrow for the victims.
basic strategy ought to be to,say good things about his
performance and to join in the national grief," said Princeton political scientist Fred Greenstein.
Perhaps because he ,is accustomed to a national role, Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., has come closest to that
response. Other GOP candidates "have shown a striking lack of
presidential style," said Ronald Heifetz, a political leadership specialist at the Kennedy School of Government.
The day after the explosion, Dole issued a statement from the
campaign trail that "my thoughts and prayers go but to those
whose loved ones were victims of this unspeakable, cowardly,
criminal act."
Dole also praised Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno and
said the Senate was ready to work closely with the administration
"to pass the most effective anti-terrorist-1111 at the earliest possible
time."
He repeated most of those sentiments on the Senate floor Monday and again Wednesday after a White House meeting on the terrorism bill. "I don't think its time for politics," he said. "I think
it's time to work together."
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, chairman of the Appropriations
Committee panel that oversees ,the FBI budget, waited until Thursday to issue a statement because "I- thought it was very, very
important that we keep any hint of political dissension or partisan,
ship'out of this terrible tragedy."
He then proceeded to charge that Clinton had not given the FBI
the money it needed over the years and declared: "I intend, no
matter what the president does, to fully fund the FBI's original
request" of $500 million for the new fiscal year.
Earlier last week, Gramm said he thought Clinton had done "an
excellent job" until he suggested hateful talk was creating a climate hospitable to violence. He said the comments put Clinton on
"thin ice."
Former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander said more pointedly
that Clinton's remarks "give the unfortunate appearance of exploiting this tragedy for partisan political advantage." He added, in a
midweek statement circulated widely, "I would advise the president to keep politics a million miles away from what happened in
Oklahoma City."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., in the spotlight as chairman of both
the Senate Intelligence-C-ommittee and a Judiciary subcommittee on.
terrorism, made his first national comments at a news conference
last Monday. He contended Clinton was not being tough enough on
paramilitary groups.
es
Specter faulted Clinton for suggesting militia 'members were
within their rights to congregate in uniform, carry guns, and say
what they want. "I think there are some danger signs," Specter
said. "If I were president, just hypothetically, I would say to the
attorney general, take a look at that. I'd like to know more. . I
wouldn't enumerate all the things they're doing and leave it there."
The fourth senator running for president, Richard Lugar of Indiana, had the misfortune to announce his candidacy three hours after
the bombing. He started his speech with a moment of silence; aides
say if the scope of the tragedy had been apparent, they would have
considered postponing the whole event.
"The timing was almost simultaneous," said Lugar, spokesman
Mark Helmke. "At the time even the news media did not have a
clear idea of how extensive this disaster was." .
However, some analysts say Lugar should have recogn;zed more
quickly that it was not an appropriate day to focus on his own
ambitions — and that he wasn't going to get any attention if he did.
"Presidents have to act on short notice," said Kathleen Hall Jamieson, dean of the Annenberg School of Communication.
Jamieson said candidate response has revealed that "Gramm is
more cautious than you might have thought and Dole had presidential instincts. It tells you Lugar may not be as media savvy as
president needs to be, Specter is Fsscruially a prosecutor, and
Lamar Alexander is comfortable lecturing the president on what he
ought to do."
"What is saving all these candidates," Jamieson added, "is that
nobody is paying any attention to what they're doing."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lawrence covers Congress for The
Associated Press.

Jusgt drop us a line ...
Reiklers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters mot be signed by the writer, with the writers
address and telephone number included in case verification is ntcessuy (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500!calts I.Atters,should be typewritten and double-spaced
Mireliallatrat
4011ht to condense or reject any letter anti*.
n
tient writers.
Letters should be addressed to; Letter to the Editor, Murry Ledger
& Tittles, P.O. BOx 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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May:a month to remember
It's May. A special time of year
Singular. In the interval between
sunset and starlight, the sky is dark
blue and unblinking as the eye of
,.eternity. The air is perfumed with
the scent of new grass and the
promise of roses. A vague feeling
of longing grips you, mostly at
twilight. You don't know exactly
why, but you find yourself wanting
to take long walks in dew-swept
meadows. Or ride for hours in the
car, with the windows down and the
heater on full blast to blur the edge
of early spring's evening chill. The
world is ripe with possibility.
You remember what it was like to
be 16 on nights like this.
The ache of first love. The
hunger for independence. They
way you confessed your innermost
dreams to friends, always in a
whisper. At home, you sighed so
much your mother would frown and
ask, "What's wrong with you?"
"Nothing," you'd respond, and
then you sighed again without even
realizing it.
In my hometown, we cruised
Main Street on those nights, looping
around to Lake Avenue so we could
drive past the Dechess Diner and the
Dairy Queen. We were supposed to
be at the library doing research for
term papers, or practicing for the

MAIN

STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Dries colunutist
nights that my entire class was at the
high school, rehearsing for the senior assembly. We spent the evening practicing the skits that were Our
final farewell — our "kiss ofr we
called it — to the juniors, sophomores and freshmen. By.the end of
the evening, we were giddy, almost
No matter that most of us had
floating. We were eager to get to
lived there all our lives and could
our cars and drive around, again, as
negotiate those streets blindfolded, if some excitement might erupt in
since nothing ever really changed in
our paths,sweeping us into a state of
that town. Even the store windows exotic overdrive.
had a sameness from season to
Our class advisor, Mr. Hurley,
season. This time of year Morris grabbed the microphone before the
Stores still had Easter hats on first group ttrag,gled out the door.
display, and sheath dresses draped "Stay,"-he called. "Come back and
with silk scarves- Or studded with sit down. There's something I want
scatter pins. The windows of to do for you."
Contessa Gifts shimmered with
Reluctantly, we flopped into
crystal goblets and silver trays, and seats in the auditorium, grumbling
Mr. Weinstein's jewelry shop- to each other about being deterred
twinkled with rows of diamond from our useless ritual of cruising
rings — perfect for the June bride. the town. By now, Mr. Hurley sat
It was on one of those restless on a chair in the center ofthe stage,a

spring concert at least, that's what
we told our parents. Actually, we
were like restless pioneers, out
looking for something new, something exciting, something wonderful that had yet to be discovered in
our small borough of 12,000 souls.

bulky black suitcase at his feet. He
opened it up and unfolded a dummy,
which he propped on his lap. I don't
remembec about the dialogue he
recited between himself and the
puppet, but I recall that he was
pretty good. He had kept this
special talent a secret from his
students until that night, when his
lips were as stiff and unmoving as a
dead man's.
The whole idea was to wish us a
happy graduation, and to tell us
what a good job we had done putting
together our senior assembly. It was
his present to us.
We were polite because he was
such a nice man, but all we wanted
to do was get out of there. Escape
into the mystery of the spring night.
At the end we applauded for a
decent interval, but the place emptied quickly as we all headed for the
parking lot.
Mr. Hurley was left on the stage,
alone. He opened his suitcase and
packed the dummy back up. He had
tried to do something nice for us,
and all we wanted was to be on our
way. What did we know? What
could we know of simple-kindness
and its blessings, of gratiuide and
good will, on a spring night ripe
with possibility?
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Three strikes and out
At first glance, it seems like a
terrible abuse of legal power--a man
sent to prison for 25 years to life for
stealing one slice of pizza.
Yes, only one thin slice of pizza.
And it didn't even have everything
on it.
But that's what happened to a
mope named Jerry Dewayne WilliamS in a Los Angeles courtroom.
It was Williams' misfortune to
have stolen the pizza slice after
California put in one of those tough
"three strikes" laws.
This meant that because Williams
had four earlier felony convictions-including rubbery and attempted robbery--a judge could whack him with
the 25-to-life stretch on another
conviction.
But why would stealing one slice
of pizza be considered a serious
crime?
Because after too much drinking
with his buddies, Williams, 25;
grabbed the pizza slice from a group
of children in a restaurant_ And one
of the kids testified that Williams
frightened him.
Williams is unhappy. So is his
lawyer. And many California liberals say that the three-strikes law was
not intended to punish a pizza thief
as harshly as a murderer, bank
robber' or sex fiend.
, They have a pi-,04.,S44nr.,..1411ers,
robbers and fiends receive lighter
sentences than 25 to life.
On the other hand, the sentence
could be a step toward mending a

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnitt
glaring gap in our justice system. It
is the question of what to do with
jerks.
The fact is, most people are not
murdered or robbed or attacked by a
fiend. The average bank teller will
never see a bank irobber.
But hardly anyone in our society
can get through even one day
without being tormented by a jerk.
They are everywhere and they
multiply faster than the general
population.
We entered the Age of the Jerk
sometime in the 1960s. That's when
screamers decided they could dominate any public discussion, slobs
decided that the world was their
litter box, and drooless began forcing their boom box noise on innocent ears.
All you have to do is get out in
rush-hour traffic. Within seconds,a
jeAc will tailgate or cut you off. Or
white-knuckle,plogis akipmphin a
high-speed zone.
Turn on your radio and hear the
grunts-and "ya knows" of the je.rIct
who dominate the call-in shows.

•
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away with a lifelong commitment to
shredding society's delicate fabric
of common courtesy and civility?
Why should society just heave a
sigh when made miserable by these
gap-toothed primates?
A bully who would steal a slice of
pizza from children would talk
loudly in a movie theater, pick his
nose in a restaurant, blow black
smoke out of his exhaust pipe and
let his dog doo-doo on someone
else's front lawn.

A large segment ofthe population
believes that chicken bones should
never be out in a. garbage can.
Instead, they should be taken to the
A few years ago, after a recordnearest park and scattered on the setting weekend of litter in Chicasoftball diamonds or in the- grass.
go's Lincoln Park, I made a simple
Drive through some neighborproposal for teaching people not to
hoods and you get the inner-city
litter.
strut from young men who slowly
jaywalk and dare you to hit them so
A few of them would be seized
they can sue and ruin your life. and strung up by the neck on ties in
If your phone rings with a wrong
the park. Their bodies would be left
number,it's likely that the person on
to dangle and decay with signs on
'the other end will get mad and ,.their chests saying: "I Littered. Now
blame you. for his stupidity..
I Am Dead. Mend Your Ways."
In a checkout line, the jerks wait
until the entire_ order has been
The bleeding' heart.? said I was
tabulated before slowly taking out
sadistic. That's what they Said more
his wallet or opening her purse. recently when I suggested that thote
So, basically, stealing a slice of
who use thcir car stereos to jolt
pizza from children was the act of a
entire neighborhoods with the noise
jerk, not a criminal. Similar acts of of cha-cha or rock music
should
jerkism are committed everyday.
1
their
ears
sliced
off
2ye
and
the ear
•
And nothing happend to the hairyArezy Glue.
brOwed• peopetrearel
Cruel and unusual punishment,.
But now the word might go out, the do-gooders said. OK, I'm not a
maybe on radio talk shows, where
monster. I'm open to compromise.
most jerks' info is exchanged: "The
• So on the first offense, maybe we
jig is up, a jerk got 25 years to life."
cut off ind plug only one car.
Why not? Why should jerks get
After that, we get tough.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Alpha Mu Chapter to meet tonight
Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
Sorority will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the home of Margaret Trevathan. All members are urged to attend.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 4, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Htalth Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. This will
meet weekly. For more information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or
Nancy at 753-7405.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet
Divorce Recovery Support Group, a weekly Christ centered organization, will meet Thursday, May 4, from 7 to 8.:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny Robertsonitoad, Murray. Any
one who is separated or ever been divorced is welcome to attend.
For information call 753-5584:

Civitan meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, May 4, at 6 p.m. at
Christopher's Restaurant. Civitan President Bob Lewis urges all
Civitans to be present.

German Shepherd Dog Club to meet
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday, May 4, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
members and visitors are invited to attend. For more information call
436-2858.

Music Chorus plans practice
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will Thursday, May 4, at :7 p.m. at the club house. Margie Shown,
director, urges all members to attend to rehearse for special prog:
rams to be presented by the chorus.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
May 4....at 10 a.m. at the club house parking lot to go on a "Surprise
Garden Tour" and surprise luncheon.

Pet Therapy Thursday
Pet Therapy will be ThatesdafMay 4, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Volunteer drivers are needed for the children
and their pets. To volunteer call 436-2453.

One by One Singles on Thursday
One by One Singles Ministry will meet Thursday, May 4, at 7
p.m. at Youth Center or First United Methodist Church. Vesta Okoye will present a program entitled "Innerpeace." This is also the Can
Dues meeting and each one is asked to bring food item for the Need
Line panyy. This is an ecumenical outreach of the church. All singles are invited. For more information contact Dr. Russ Sisson,
753-3812.

Softball Tournament on. Saturday
The Second Annual United Way Women's Softball Tournament
will be Saturday, May 6. The registration fee is $85 and is due now
at the United Way_office. T-shirts will be awarded to tournament
champions, and a plaque will be given to the second place team. For
further information call Mike Cornett at 759-1680 or the United
Way office at 753-0317.

Bar Association plans blood drive
In observance of Law Day 1995, a blood drive has been scheduled
this week through Friday, May 5, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All members of the legal community are urged to contact Ginger Hale at 762-1119 to schedule an appointment to give blood.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, May 4, at 7
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"Meeting Nutritional Needs" will be discussed by Rebecca Noffsinger R.D. For more information call Martha Andrus at 753-386/

Doll-Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, May 3, at II_
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. An auction will be conducted and
members are to bring items to be featured in the auction sale. All
members and interested persons arc invited to attend.

Church plans Friend Day
Glendale Road Church of Christ will host its annual "Friend Day"
on Sunday, May 7. John Dale will speak at 9 a.m. and Bible classes
will begin at 10:15 a.m. Following the Bible classes, all guests are
encouraged to stay for lunch, hosted by the Glendale members. The
public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Paradise meeting to be June 10
A potluck dinner will be Saturday, June 10, at 1 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Lebanon Church of Christ, Sedalia. This will be for
all persons who ever lived or are interested in the former Paradise
Friendly Home, an orphanage formerly located near Bell City. For
more information or if planning to attend write to Joy Vowel! Tynes,
378 Arant Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
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Your Formal Wear Professionals
Men's, Women's & Children's In Stock

• -;igtot:Sales•S;RefIttilettaning at $29799S
- Area's Largest Suppl#r Tuxedos Styles Available
New Gowns & Accessories Arriving, Daily
Masontown • 304 Mein
Muway, KY

Members of World Friendship Club of Murray pictured at a February
meeting at the home of Neelam Tendon were, from left, back row, Dottie
Sims, Thelma Warford and Linda Cooper, Murray, Helen Karvounis,
Greece, Christel Carter and Gertrude Haack, Germany, Gracie Erwin,
Murray, front row, Sung oh choi, Korea, Matilda Canady, Philippines,
Neelam Tendon, India, Espie van Amerigen, Philippines, and Santosh
Tandon, India. The March meeting was held at the home of Helen Karvounis. The club will have a farewell luncheon on Wednesday, May 3, at
the home of Monica Walston for Anissa Mahfoud of Syria who has been
a member since 1973. The World Friendship Club was organized in
1972.

ADK hears Lassiter
Jared Lassiter, a speech student
at Calloway County High School,
was guest speaker at a luncheon
meeting of Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa sorority held April
19 at Christopher's Restaurant.
Lassiter entertained the group
by telling a humorous story
entitled "The Lovesick Bobcat"—
taken from Stories from Country
Life by Les Myers.
Beverly Galloway introduced
Lassiter.
Doll Reddick presided. Nancy
Lovett gave the devotion reading
two excerpts from Today is Mine.

25 Years
In &alms*

Court Square ./.)
Parts, TN

. Reports of the Western District
meeting held at Owensboro were
given by Betty Riley, who along
with Doll Reddick, will attend
the statc convention at Bossling
Green.
The altruistic project for, April.
was a donation of '$75 to be
divided between Project Graduations at Calloway.. County High
School and Murray High School.
Michelle Douglas, ADK scholarship winner, will be invited to
the next meeting on _Saturday..
May 6, at noon at Ann's Couritr)
Kitchen.

Iris show scheduled
The Ken-Ten Iris AssoCiation,
an affiliate of the American Iris
Society,- will present the 1995 Iris
Festival Flower Show on Friday,
May 5, from 12:30 to 4 p.ni. and
Saturday, May 6, from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Weakley County Courthouse, lower level, court square,
Dresden, Tenn.
Exhibition privileges will be
free and open to all growers
except designated judges for this
show. Entries must be grown,
entered in person, and groomed
by the exhibitor listed on the
entry tag.
All entries will be received at
the classification table show area
between the hours of 7 to 10 a:m.
on Friday, May 5. After 10 a.m.
deadline, irises will not be
judged. -All participants are

encouraged to leave entries. on
display through Saturday in conjunction with the Iris Festi‘at
Flower Show..
. Named_ varities Vsill be I all
Bearded Iris for Division I. and
Other than Tall Bearded Iris for
Division II.
Anyone interested in growing
irises is - invited to join the American Iris Society and Ken-Ten Iris
Assiaciation at the show.
For more information contlast
one of. the following -officers:
Earnest Royal, president, Calloway County, 489-2819: Joyce
Reynolds, vice. president.
1-901-364-551: La Vonuna Car•
rington
se cretary,
1-901-364-2786; or Virginia
Houk, treasurer, Fulton,
1-502-4729630.

Tuesday, May 2
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/5 p m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS) 7 p rnJChamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Pamela.
753-8863.
Murray Optimist Club 6 30
p.m /Christopher's Restaurarit.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Ciuo, Kentucky 834,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter • 7 p m 'Hardin
Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion Hatt,
South Sixth and Maple Streets. Murray Info/759-9882 Or 435-4314
Westside Baptist Church events
include Vacation Bible School Clinic. 7
pm
First United Methodist Church events
include Disciple II Btle Study 6 p
Mother-Daughter banquet
.
6 p.m.
*St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5.15 p.m
Senior recital by Traci Mathis 8
p m ,'Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State.
"Many Holocausts" panel and special
music:7:30 p.m /Wrather West Kentucky Museum Public invited.
Wednesday, May 3
Murray Civic Music Association _presents concert by Louisville OrChestraI8
p.m /Lovett Auditorium, Murray State.
Info/762-4288
Registration for Red Cross Learn to.
Swim program continues at Weaks
Center office
Senior Golf -Group'8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf- Course.
Oaks Country Club ladies' golf and
bridge/9 30 a.m
Murray Country Club golf,9 30 p m
Calloway -County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9-30
a m. and Story Hour 10 30 am
Jackson Purchase Doll Club -11
a m /Sirloin Stockade
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital- Piggly Wiggly at
Murray:8 30-11 30 a in arid 12 30-3
e
.
p m.
Weeks Center.open 9 a m.--4---p.m./for
senior citizer.vs activities Pinochle
p m-

Jo Farley opened her home for
the April 10th meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club.
"Cooking and Using Unusual.
Fruits and Vegetables" was the
lesson presented by Sue Adams.
After discussing some of the
"hows and how nots" of cooking
different fruits and vegetables.

Fuqua boy
born here
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Fuqua of
Rt. 1, Rowland Road, Almo: are
the parents of a son, William
Lane Fuqua, bcfrn an Friday,
March 31, 1995, at MurrayCalloway County ,Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
and measured 17 inches. The
mother is the former Lisa Wilson.
Grandparents are Richard and
Judith Fuqua of Rt. I, Farmington, and Donna Wilson of.Almo
and the lategpilliam Wilson •

Merl imports
Pier I Imports is pleased to
have Laurel Little, bride
;
elect of Brian VanHorn,Join
our bridal registry by choos.111gPottOlyaiedetbAttWe tictessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

she served several samples to -the
members present.
Rachel Hendon gave the devotion and Vonette Smith led the
recreation. Betty Wil•son
presided.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Farley and Annabelle Russell, cohostess.
Others/present were Mary Sue
Dunn, Jo Hancock, Roseanna
Miller and Pat Rogers.
The club will meet Monday,
May 8, at 7 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Russell.

Wednesday, May 3
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p.m /for
senior citizens' acovines
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include Cordelia Erwin Circle/1.30 p m. and Sharing Group/7 pm.
St: John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.;
supper 6 p m., Bible gr9upf7 pan.
New Lite Christian Center study/7
pm
West Fork Baptist Churdi prayeT—
Servicp/7 p m

Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian ChurCh events include
C3o
p m Chancel
C
M°th
hoirl
eri
pm.
Eastwood
dBaptist Church
s
Eearvsictew
l7o3o0 p m
s
Dexter
exte
6hBaptist
pm
Church Bible
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/730 p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs, GAs.
prayer meeting/7 p m • Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
First Unitrod Methodist Church
events.include -Covenant Prayer/10
a.m.; Children's Music./3:45 p.m.; KoiKids;5 p.m ; Adult Handbell/6:15
p.m.:,Sable Studyi6.30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 pm.
Bible classes/7 p.m/Glendale Road
',Church of. Christ.
University 'Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
College/Careere Bible Study. Adult
Bible Study/7 p m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.;
Ladies' Bible Study/10 am.; 3rd grade
S.S. social/4:30 p.m.: Youth Pizza
supper/6 p.m.; Library open/6,15 p.m..
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time
with Centrifuge meeting after/6:30
p m.; prayer meeting 6.45 p m.: Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p:m

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &

Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

Especially for Morn
A
$89.99

Suburban Club meets
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$99.99

10 Karat,. 2 - 6 synthetic stones
Offer expires May 31, 1995
Family Jewelry special offer is only on synthetic stones. 14kt is
available at a special retail prier of $119.99 (#103) and
•- $119.99 is1061 (2-6 synthetic stones). Additional charge or ring
sizes above
Genuine stones are available for these styles.
Ask jeweler for more details.
Order By May 5th For Mother's Day Delivery)
(

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
•

Dixieland Center
.759-1141
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Now Thru May 13
406 South 12th
Street
Murray, Ky.
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NEW YORK (AP) — San Antonio's Dann's
Rodman, Jack Haley and Avery Johnson
and Denver's Greg Grant were fined by the
NBA for their actions in the Spurs playoff victory Sunday night.

• 4

•

Today'. Sport.

(1 MURRAY

'port• No%
eee

II BASEBALL: Calloway a Reidiand — 4:3Q
Murray at Marshall Co. — 4:30
II SOFTBALL: Calloway a Mayfield — 4:30
Marshall Co. at Murray — 4:30
• TENNIS: Calloway vs. Murray — 4
• TRACK: Calloway, Murray, Marshal, Wyk* a CCHS

PORTS

•

1

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Popeye's
improved
play key
to Mays
Bright lights and low talking
give the secret away. Jason
Kidd is holding court in the
Dallas Mavericks locker room.
Just before the rookie point
guard can finish up his postgame session with the media,
Mavericks owner Donald Carter
strolls over and presents Kidd
with a trophy for his first-ever
triple-double on April 5 against
the Los Angeles Lakers.
Carter, a team owner who
keeps his tractor trailer license
current so he can drive
18-wheelers, is behind in his
Kidd trophies.
The night is April 7 and Kidd
just put up another triple-double
(double figures in three separate
statistical-. categories) in the
Mavericks' 111-94 win over the
Minnesota Timberwolves.
Carter may own the keys to
the Mavericks, but Kidd is gradually taking control of the
wheel. He finished on a roll
with four triple-doubles and
made a nice season-ending
charge for the rookie of the
year award.
Yet for all of Kidd's accomplishments in just one year out
of California, the team leader in
double-doubles is three lockers
down.
Popeye Jones. Through 71 games, the former Murray State star had a
team -leading 27 double doubles. Jones, who started all
but one game in the 1994-95
season, had 11 double-doubles
(point's-rebounds) in his rookie
season.
"He's the most improved
player in the league this year,"
said Mavericks guard Jimmy
Jackson. "I think he should get
that k most improved award) this
year."
Jones, who averaged 10.3
points per game, is being
tabbed as a leading candidate
for the NBA's most improved
player.
After grabbing 7.5 rebounds
per game in his rookie season
breaking Sam Perkins' team
rookie rebounding mark of 7.4
— Jones finished '94-'95 averaging 10.6. which tied Utah's
Karl Malone for eighth in the
league.
Most notably, Jones was the'
top offensive rebounder in the
entire league.
In just two short years, Jones
has made his mark in Dallas.
He trails only six-year veteran
Roy Tarplcy in many of the
Mavericks career rebounding
categories.
"I have .no complaints at all
with my season'. I'm having a
lot of fun," Jones said after his
foul-plagued 10-points, 7-rebound night against the Timberwolves. "All the hard work has
paid off, being in the gym all
simmer. It's all coming
together and it's very
satisfying."
Jones stayed in Dallas last
summer and dedicated himself
to building up his 6-foot-8
frame with muscle and thinming body fat.
Jones' improvement has mirrored that of the franchise.
After winning 13 games in
1993-94, the Mavericks jumped
up to 36 wins this year and
battled to the final week for the
eighth playoff spot in the Western Conference.
.-Th-bi•year der-rewente ts"
.
up, especially -from my ferst

Talkin Man has Derby buzzing
said. "From all reports, everybody's rooting for him, and he's
had quite a lot of fan mail."
On Saturday, the Canadianbred Talkin Man likely will be
-the second favorite in the Derby.
By JOHN NELSON._
won just twice by Canadian
AP Sports Writer
horses — in 1964 by Northern
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Dancer and 1983 by Sunny's
You'll pardon Talkin Man's fans Halo.
if they'd rather sip beer juleps
The only betting interest likely
and sing "My Old Moose!Jaw to be more popular than Talkin
Home" at the Kentucky Derby. Man will be the D. Wayne
"I think all of Canada is very Lukas-trained entry of 2-year-old
excited," trainer Roger Attfield champion Timber Country and

Canadian horse
going for crown

the filly Serena's Song.
1
4 -mile Derby is
The 1 /
expected to draw a field of 19 or
20 when entries are made on
Thursday. Attfield, an Englishman who trains in Canada, has
never trained a Derby starter, but
saddled second-place Alydeed in
the 1992 Preakness.
"Talkin Man is a different
horse altogether," Attfield said.
"AlVdeed was super precocious,
but never showed his full ability
because of his temperament.
Alydeed ran once as a 2-year-old,

and this horse ran around two
turns three times as a 2-year-old.
"At this point I'd say he's at
the head of his class. You can
bring a horse like this one to the
Derby with no problem."
Talkin Man was the 2-year-old
champion of Canada in 1994, but
came down with a mysterious
virus at the Breeders' Cup here
and finished 10th in the Juvenile
last Nov. 5.
, The first race of his 3-year-old
season was a 7-lenikth victory in

Ferry's miss
puts Knicks
up on Cavs
By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
CLEVELAND (AP) — For the last few
agonizing seconds, all the New York Knicks
could do was stand and watch.
And plead.
was standing under the basket and I was
thinking; 'Please miss it, please miss it, please
'miss
John Starks said Monday night
after the Knicks held off the Cleveland Cavaliers 83-81, surviving a last-gasp 3-point
attempt by Danny Ferry.
New York took a 2-1 lead in the best-of-5
series an&can wrap it up by winning again
Thursday night at Gund Arena.
Patrick Ewing had 23 points, 10 rebounds
and six blocks, Charles .1 .Smith • scored 15
points and Anthony Mason 14 for the Knicks.
Mark Price led Cleveland with 21 points,
including 16-for-16 from the foul line — one
away from tying the NBA playoff record for
most .free throws without a miss.
But it all s:ame down to Ferry, who got
loose near the top of the key for one last shot
at the end of a brutal fourth quarter that featured a combined 35 free-throw attempts. His
3-pointer, however, ricocheted off the rim just
before the horn' sounded.
"1 thought it was there," Ferry said. "The
AP file photo

Cleveland's Mark Price made 16-of-16 free throws in Monday night's 83-81 loss to New York.

Regular umpires coming back
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — BaseVall
owners, still at a labor standoff
with the players, ha-ve made
peace with the umpires.
The two sides agreed Monday
to a five-year deal, ending a
120-day lockout and bringing the
regulars back starting Wednesday. The agreement means the

the Gotham at Aqueduct in New
York, and he followed that with a
7% -length victory in the Wood
Memorial on the same track.
Others that have to be considerekamong the top flight of contenders include Afternoon Deelites, undefeated until his loss on
April 8 in the Santa Anita Derby;
Suave Prospect. second in three
consecutive graded stakes; Jumron, a fast-closing third in the
Santa Anita Derby, and Eltish,
who arrived along with Citadeed
from England on Monday.

Lakers put
SuperSonics
at brink of
elimination

New York owns 2-1 edge;
can finish series Thursday

• See Page 7A

end of picket lines outside stadiums and removes the prospect
of a showdown May 9, .hen
replacement umpires would no
longer be allowed to work in
Toronto.
'Their scab strategy was
exposed for what' it was — a
fraud," umpires union head
Richie.Phillips said. "These people were incapable of officiating

at a major league level."
Rookie umpires will sec their
pay rise from $75,000 to
$100,000, and Harry Wendelstedt, the most senior .umpire at
MI years of service, can see his
pay increase from $206,000 to
$282,500.
"Having labor peace with the
umpires for the next five years is
welcome and necessary dcve-

lopment," acting commissioner
Bud Selig said.
Because the contract is frontloaded and pay will remain the
same during the length of the
agreement, management calculated the increase at 16 percent
over the five years. The base salary for most umpires will rise by
$20,000.

By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
The Seattle SuperSoniCs are just
one loss away from another firstround playoff disaster.
Cedric Ceballos scored 24
points and Nick Van Exel had 23
Monday night, leading the Los
Angeles Lakers past the Sonics
105-101 for a -2-1 lead in the
best-of-5 series._
By winning Game 4 at the Forum on Thursday night, the Lakers
will advance to the second round
and send Seattle home until next
season. If the Sonics win, Game
5 will be in Tacoma, Wash., on
Saturday.
"We got shocked early," Sonics coach George Karl said. "Our
fight didn't start until we got
15-18 points down. But it's not
over. We've 'been here before.
"We haven't won t4o in a row
this year? We've won two in a
row quite a few times. Right
bow, we're only worried about
Thursday's game. This team will
come to play Thursday."
The Lakers, who never trailed,
got 20 points and nine rebounds
from Vlade Divac and a strong
all-around game from Van Exel,
who played the entire way and hit
4 of 7 3-point shots.
"We've got to stay on top of
our game," Van Exel said. "If
we slip at any moment, they're
going to capitalize on it."'
Shawn- Kemp led the Sonics
with 30 points and 11 rebounds.
Gary ,Payton added 20 points
while Detlef Schrempf had 19
and Sam Perkins 18.
"Oh, it's not over," Kemp
said. "If's definitely not over.

Distractions
take their toll
By RON SIRAK
AP Sports Writer
Two years at the top of the
golf ,world has taken a toll 'on
Nick Price. The golf hasn't done
him in a much as all the stuff
that comes along with being good
at golf.
There are the new business
deals. A new home. And the
pressure of answering all those
questions about why he isn't winning everything in sight like he
was last year.

Ailig Nick Price says burnout l the
mein reason for his recent slip in
PlaY•
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Price blames burnout
for dropoff_this season

• See Page 7A
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A remarkable run — the 1992 the problem I'm having, which is
PGA Championship, a PGA vic- not ertjeying myself on the golf
tory and British Open title last course."
year and eight tour victories —
Suddenly, the Nick Price so
created -demands that distracted completely in.control of his game
Price from his game.
as struggling. Part of the, probMissed cuts and missed putts, ,lem is the distraction of the deal
bad humor 'and bad shots in which Price will help develop
replaced the hard-charging, good- clubs for Artigon.
natured confidence that character"It's one of the contributing
ized Price as he captured consc- factors," Price said. "Compared
cutivc Player of the Year honors to this time last year, my life is
in 1993 and '94.
more complicated. Last year, it
The leading money-winner the %Vas easy just to go out and play
last two seasons is now 83rd on golf."
the PGA Tour list. He followed a
The Artigon deal stemmed
missed cut at the Masters to open from a very practical side of
April with another missed cut last Price.
week at the Houston Open to end
"I don't know how much Ionthe month..
ger I'm going to have in the situ"It's burnout," Price said
Monday-in -a copferenwoalikire.ak.,:tikeribe
ati" I'm
money-winner.
Riveria Country Club- in: Los .41,,,e -jot to make provisions for
Angeles, site of this year's PGA. when golf is not my chief income
"I just need some time off, pure
and Ottple. I've got to try to stop •see Page 7A
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HOLE-IN-ONE: Rick Clendenen (left) of Benton fired a hole-In-one
on the 13th hole of Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course In Murray. Clendenen's son Rich witnessed the shot.
SWIMMING

Local Swim Team announces sign-up
-Sign-ups for the Murray-Calloway County Swim Team summer
session will be held on Sunday, May 7 from 2-4 p.m. and Monday,
May _8 from 7-8 p.m. at the Calloway County Library Annex.
Parents should bring medical . insurance infdrmation for their
s-wirnTers----Swimmers must be age 18 or under and able to swim one pool
length. The team will practice one hour per day, Monday through
Friday, beginning June 6. Older swimmers will practice at 7:55
a.m.; younger swimmers at 8:55 a.m. Practices are generally held at
the Murray City Park Pool.
Fees are: $60 first swimmer in family; $50 second swimmer; $40
each additional swimmer. There will be a $10 late fee assessed for
.registration after May. 8. Team swimsuits are available at
Dennison-Hunt with girls' suits $40 and boys' at-42(1.
• For more information, contat Debbie Schmeckpeper (153-9369)
Or Tom Green (754-4635).
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Junior varsity Lakers split foty games'
Calloway County's junior varsity baseball team went 2-2
over- the weekend against teams from McCracken _County..
'On Friday, the JV Lakers took -two from Paducah Tilghman. Brian. Duvall was 4-for-5 on the.day while Shea Forrester was 2-for-3 and Ryan Domcscik was 2-for-4.
The team then lost a, doubleheader Co. 1.Anie Oak Saturday. ,
Justin Morton-was 3-for-4 and Duvall was 2-for-5. including
a triple.
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•Popeye...
FROM PAGE 6A
year." Jones said. "Last year at
this time we were all talking
about what we were-going to do
over the summer, now we're
talking basketball. It's
contagious."
Jerry Jones' Dallas Cowboys
will always rule the sports roost
-in Big D, but the Mays are finding their niche.
'Last year, you could count
the people in the stands," Jones
said of the Mays dismal season.
"This year we wanted to entertain them."
Sellouts have been common
in Reunion Arena, mainly
because of the winning ways,
but also because of the likability of the team.
Jones, who can be heard
pitching I Can't Believ'e It's
Yogurt on the radio, is a popular figure in Dallas. He's considered one of-the tcam's. best
at' speaking to. youth groups.
Jones is also a popular man
with his teammates as well.
"Pop brings us, noi only
rebounding,' but he can pass
really well," said Jackson, who

sat two lo.kei, thii
Jones in sticst lollies'. nursing
an ankle injury that ended .his
season Feb 24 We run r lot
of_ Ihingx...ull ut-hou. A lot -ot
people don't see all the things
that he does tor this team
Jackson has seen a l. h.inge in
Jones in just one season
-His overall game. V 1.1.11,
thing, is improved. hut most of
all his konliden.c." he
explained. -Nat only has. his
ability to rebound gotten Mier.
but he's scoring MOW and his
defensive work has improved
He's worked. extremely hard
and it's showing
Still, the NUA is a leroie
where tans cheer harder &tit .

Everything's not w• orking right
for us right. now. There gold be
a million kasons. I don't have an
idea 'right now."
The Sonics won an NBA-high
63 games last season and were
steded first in the Western Conference before being upset by
eighth-seeded Denver in the first
round of the playoffs.
"No comment about that,"

Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical & Animal Hospital

You're invited To Attend
CCIIS CLASS OF '85 10 YEAR CLASS RI l'NI( 1\
Executive Inn, Paducah
Ione 24th, 1995
.1,-,04.(1 rut 1
in tiocial Hour 8 p.m Supper f Butfet)
p
1".' I 7:oI it
I k.
Illotel Room I-800 Kio.
r
Make Checks Payable To (Cfls (lass Ot
Send To Vona (.allimore
Route- One,- Murray, Kermit kv 42071
We must have your cixeck. by May 1;-;th for'
,upper
Hope Ti) See You There."
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•Ferry's miss...
FROM PAGE'6A

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • 753-1111 • Owners

NBA PLAYOFFS

-pity warktd-abloliary perfee-tly The shot felt good. Everything
went well, except it didn't go in.
It wasn't a shot where 1 knew I
absolutely buried it, but I really
thought I had made it."
Tonight, it's' Indiana at Atlanta,
Charlotte at Chicago, San Antonio at Denver and Phoenix at
Portland. The Pacers, Spurs and
Suns have 2-0 leads, while the
Hornets and Bulls are tied_ 1-1.
On Wednesday night, Orlando
is at Boston and Utah at Houston
in series tied 1=1, Knicks coach_ Pat Riley was
disturbed that. Ferry got such an
-----opcn look at the basket as the
final seconds ticted away. The
Cavs got Ferry open by having
Price dribble near the 3-point arc,
drawing defenders Derek Harper
and 'Anthony Mason with him.
Price then passed back to Ferry, who came off the bench and
hit -two consecutive 3s in the

Schrempf said when .asked about
last year's loss to - Denver. .
This year, Seattle had a 57-25
record and wags seeded fourth in
the West. the Lakers,.48-34 and
seeded fifth, have won two
straight after being blown out by
the Sonics 96-7) in the series
opener in Tacoma.
"They shot the ball well and
we dug ourselves a hole again,"
Schrempf said. "We've got to
make better decisions when it

counts. We have to execute a
Wile better, make smarter decisions offensively, take better care
of the ball..Defensi'vely, we've
got--to get into'the game earlier,
before the second half."
. Los Angeles entered the playoffs having lost seven of its final
eight games. Bat that's of little
consequence now.
"We're playing playoff basketball, _it's a different mentality,"
Lakers coach Dcl Harris said.

New York B3 CrieveNtr•rivli Neve
leads series 2 I
L A Latiers IV,
Angeles leads C96foS '
Tuesday, May 2
Indiana at
6
Charlotte le -G444)-(ii
I PJ
San AntOn.0 a, i."..
4 v
Phoen.rt
Wiadreasrl-.
• Orlando at nor.'
I..kah at 110,s,:,,

trough right -now," he- said.
The gun who won everything
for more than two yews is now
winning nothing. Instead of
thinking about golf, he was thinking- about the new' equipment deal
and moving into his new house.
'My priority right now is to
try to get into my . house and try
to settle my life down„: Price
said.
_
And then, he said, he can start
putting his game heel( together.

• "I've had a lot on my mind,"
Price, said. "Basically what, happens is that two or three months
alter a year like last year you-get
caught up' in a lot of things,"
Price Said. "I- just need some
_downtime," he said

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

,

Tae Kwon Do
"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"

third quarter
'We tripped f'ri'ie, hut
wanted to switch and not lea \,e
a 1,1 "hat
anyone open.- R un
was something that 4.111(1 lia‘e
cost us dearly.-You want to, 5%511\ h, but
Masc (Mason) his to c.in tor the
switch,- Harper said
'It he
called it, I didn't heir o

Call Today! For Trial Program

(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

RACERS
MSU Basketball Banquet
Cu-rris Center Ballroom
Sunday, May 7 — 1:30 p.m
Tickets. $12 per person.
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FROM PAGE 6A
earner.

"I think you can di) both:" he
said about being: a businessman
and a competing golfer. "You've
just got to learn how to manage
your time."
Price thinks getting away.from
golf for a few - weeks will help get
his game hack together.
."I've been in the garlic long
enough to know that there are
peaks and troughs and I'm in a
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Has a tight turning raft s and is
one of the most maneu /erable
mowers available

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to 16 hp;

Inext-to Century 21

Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job

75;-9627
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"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 14▪ 12th St., Murray
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. Recently named Racer
basketball coach Mark
Gottfried will he the
special guest for Sunday's banquet. Gottfried.
was hired on April 25 to
replace .roach Scott
-Edgar Who left for
Duquesne University
after leading the Racers
1
.11k
to the 1994-95 OVC title.
4
• Call the Racer basketball office at 762-6804 to
make reservations. The deadline for reservations Is May 5.
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a good neighbor,
State Farm is tttore
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NHL HOCKEY
All Times COT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
11141•011le Division
WI T Pis OF GA
y Perkalistreis
27 16 4 56 146 132
I•New Jersey
22 17 6 52 132 116
E-Washrngion
71 111 .11 50 129 11$
juN Y Range's
22 22 3 47 136 130
Ronda
15 29 4 42 107 121
Tamps Bay
17 27 3 37 117 140
NY Islanders
15 27 5 35 129 156
Northeast Division
sOusbec
29 13 S 63 III 133
1-Pittsburgn
29 10 ,3 $1 176 147
I-Boston
21
3 55 14. 125
afletiak.
21 19 7 49 125 115
Promote
19 23 5 43 126 137
Montreal
is-n 7 43 123 144
Maws
$ 34 5 21 112 171
WEITEON,CONFERENCE
Ossaatt Division
W L TPI1 OF GA
t(*rod
,'"3211 4 11111 IV 115
▪ Si Lowe
2611 S 111 171 In
ICtecago
23 19 5 51 131 114
▪ Toronto
21 111 4 SO 334 140
Doke
17 23 II 42 134 116
Vonwgeg
16 24 7 311 1511 175
•

Pacific Division
23 17 7 ..59 156 132
16 1$ 11 47 150 145
San Jose
19 215 3 41 121151
Los Angeles
.522 9 39 139 166
Edmonton
17 21 4 3$ 133 176
Ananom
15 27 S 35 110 163
a c119c5941 playoff teen
yon *woof', Stle
t-won conference bee
Monday's Games
Boston 5 Ottawa 4
Buffalo 2 Montreal 0
Ckcago 3 Werepeg 2
T0,0,90 6 Edmonioe
San Jose 3 Dallas 1
si Loot 5 Ananom 3
jueeday's Games
Ptsladelptwa if NV Islanders 6.30 pm
nonce' al nr r Rangers 630 •m
Prtiouren at Washington 630 pm
Las Anaemia si tinnnipse 730 pm
Wednesday• Games
Florida at Pntstwrge 530 pin
Nast Army at Bultaio 6 30 0
Doman it MOntreal 6 30 p in
HertIONI at Quebec 6 30 am
tnaive la Tomes Ba 1 30 pm
Los Angelis st Ceroago 7 30 P
Detest al SI Irours 730 pm
fans:mem 1/1 Cscary 610 p m
Vancriner at San is 910 pm
0910 al Anaheim 10 pm
T0,
End Nieman Somme
S.

Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd
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Five speed friction
power transfer

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

rtaearr
Vancouver

From 25"to 42 -Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

DONT PAY *TM
AUGUST 1995
INTEREST FREE*
INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 2.60610 OP TO S3500
ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT
4.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Alma Odell King
Mrs. Alma Odell King. South 16th Street, Murray,.died today, May
2, 1995, at 1:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Ora King, died Oct. 8, 1978. Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Almous Steele and Myrtle Evans
Steele.
Mrs. King was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ:.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Parker and husband,
Gene. Murray; one son, Gene Paul King and wife, Helen, Murray; two
brothers, Earl Steele and wife, Sue, Murray, and Bobby Gene Steele,
Midwest City, Okla.; four grandchildren, Tammie Hoover and husband, Kenny, Traci Green and husband, Jerry, and Brad King and
wife, Dcnese, all of &fumy, and Valerie Neale and husband, Randy,
Rt. I, Almo; three great-grandchildren, Laura Lee Hoover, Blake
Hoover and Wesley Neale.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Mrs. Myrtie H. Bucy

BERNARD KANE Leger A T^,es photos

Peoples Bank of Murray
opened its downtown
office to the community
Sunday for a grand
opening celebration of
the remodeled building.
Guests, above, enjoyed
the food and drink that
was provided. They also
registered to win, pictured below, three $1,000
savings bonds and two
Louisville Stoneware
sets. The bank has
operated locally for 60
years.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Myrtle H. Bucy will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoc
and the Rev. John Denham will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Huey. 82, South Eighth Street, Murray, died Monday, May 1,
1995, at 3:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 28, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Milus Hendricks and Edith Evans Hendricks. Preceding her in
death were one sister, Mrs. Iva Mae Workman, one infant sister and
two infant daughters.
Survivors include her husband, Rudy H. Bucy, to whom ,she was
married Nov. 14, 1931; one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Barrow and husband, Dale, Murray; two sons, Jimmy Dale Bucy and wife, Jenna, Rt.
4. Murray, and Bobby Joe Bay and wife, Lavina, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Janie Edwards, Murray, and Mrs. Maude
Weber and husband, Howard, Peoria, III.; 11 grandchildren; several
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Nora Lee Sills,
Final rites. for Mrs. Nora Lee Sills were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Anglin Funeral-Home, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. Terry Kirby
officiated. Burial was in Hillcrest Cemetery, Dover.
Mrs. Sills, 87, New Concord, died Saturday, April 29, 1995, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan. 20, 1908, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Cleveland Crutcher and Bessie Spiceland Crutcher.
Survivors include her husband, Auburn Sills; two sisters, Mrs. Iola
Cook, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs. Sallie Wimberly, Murray; two brothers.
W.J. Crutcher, Paris, Tenn., and Grover Crutcher, Hazel.

Stock Market Report
;4'•'$,., Dow Joaes lad. Avg............ -2.76
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SAVE ON
Every StVie
Every Size
Every Firmness
Every Back Supporter
VISA•mC-DISCOVER-LAYAWAY

PURDOM
Furniture and

702 South 5th

Your Gift Saves Lives.

Autumn Alcott, a freshman at Murray High School, has been named
Student of the Week. The daughter of Steve and Paul Aicott, she is an
honor roll student. She is a member of the future problem solving team,
the band, speech team, Spanish club, choir and Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Pictured (from left): Greg Delaney of WSJP, James Hart of
Century 21 -Loretta Jobs Realtors, Aicott and MHS Principal Bill Wells.
‘4.•

Sunday.. May 7
Worship: 9 a.m. • Speaker: John Dale
Bible Classes 10:15 a.m.

753-4872

Attended Nursery • Everyone Welcome!

Landon Hansel Keesee, 92, Rt.
6, Murray, Elm Grove community, died today, May 2, 1995, at
6:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Thelma Mildred
Brown Keesee, died March 11,
1995. A retired barber, he was a
member of a Baptist church. He
was born June 9, 1902, in Pike
County.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis Sadhouski and
husband, Edward, Willington,
Del., and Mrs. Mary E. (Betty)
Garwood and husband, Glenn, Rt.
6, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Dimple Scott, Ohio, Mrs. Grethal
Hickey, Columbus, Mo., and
Mrs. Dixie Falkowski, Willington, Del.; six grandchildren,
Craig, Daniel, Michael and Tom
Melson, David Keesee and Donna
Ronning; 13 great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be in the form of
donations to the Angel Fund of
Calloway County Family Resource Center, East Elementary
School, Rt. 6, Box 57A _Murray,
KY 42071.
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Mrs. Mavis
Catherine Bucy
The funeral for Mrs. Mavis
Catherine Bucy will be today at 2
p.m: in- the chapel of JR. Churchill Funeral -Home. The Rev.
Randy Kuykendall and the Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will officiate. Music will by ,The King's
Sons.
Pallbearers will be Noble
Knight, Paul LaRock, Dwane
Owens, Rudolph Smith, Noel
; Smith and Kelly Burton. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
• Mrs. Bucy, 80, Bagwell Boulevard, Murray, died Sunday. April
30, 1995, at 7:15 a.m. at MurrayCalloway. County Hospital.
One_son,-Shirley S. Bucy, died
in 1969. Born July 12, 1914, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Robert (Bob)
Smith and Cordie Elkins Smith.
Survivors include- her husband,
Willis N. Bucy; one son, Lonnie
H. Bucy and Wife, Marlene,
Detroit, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Madie Perry-, Murray; nine grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Betty
Jean Osborne

Ai

The funeral for Mrs. Betty Jean
Osborne will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Chuck
Burns and the Rev. Charles Jackson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve
MrCuan, Dennis, Steve, Terry
and Wayne McClure, and Robert
Clymer. Burial will follow in
Cuba Church of Chrigt Cemetery.
Mrs. Osborne, 61, 1160 Burnetts Chapel Rd., Mayfield, Farmington community, died Sunday, April 30, 1995, at 12:30 a.m.
at her home.
Survivors include her husband,
Harland Osborne; one daughter,
Mrs. Becky Wadlington, Cuba;
two sons, Rusty Osborne, Bell
City, and Mickey Osborne,
Graves County; one siper, Mrs.
Patsy Young, Soutre— Fulton,
Tenn.; one brother, Floyd
McClure, Tr -City; five
grandchildren.

Aaron Foutch

Frie
Day,
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Lynch 4fighawship To Follow Bible Classes.
If yoy do not have o church home, please join us.

Mattress

Murray

Services for William Franklin Rose will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Glenn Cope and
the Rev. Charles Simmons will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet
Cemetery.
Mr. Rose, 73, 1871 Olive Hamlet Rd., Benton, died Sunday, April
30. 1995, at 4:30 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. HazetRose; three daughters, Mrs.
Judy' Lovett and husband, Danny, Mrs. Janet Darnall- and husband,
Carl, and Mrs. Sharon Inman and husband, Ricky, and one son, Steve
Rose and wife, Cindy, all of Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Lillie Nanney
and Mis. Mary Dick, and one brother, Toy Rose, all of Hardin; seven
Capt. John G. Douthitt, a native of •grandchildren; four great-grandehildren.
Wingo in Graves County, has retired
after a 34 year flying career, logging
over 20,000 hours In the air. Douthitt
is the son of the late Noah E Douthitt
and Ruth Cameron, also of Wingo.
He is a veteran of the Korean and
Vietnam Wars, In -which he flew 51
combat missions over Vietnam and
was awarded five air medals and the
Distinguished Flying Cross while
flying the B-52. After retiring from
the Air Force, he flew as a captain for
a major airline for several years.
Douthitt is retired and is currently
living in Clarksville, TN. He Is married
to Dona R. McFarland from
Cheyenne Wells, CO. They have
three sons: Paul Douthitt, Springfield, TN; Phil Douthrtt, Anchorage,
AK; and John Blake Douthitt, Clarksville, TN. John and Dor.a have eight
grandchildren. He also has one
brother, Louis J._DouthItt, who lives
In Murray.

Coming Soon—

I

_
4r,

William Franklin Rose

Landon Hansel
Keesee

,

Final rites for Aaron Foutch
were Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Glynh On officiated. Kathy Ligon was soloist
and pianist.
Pallbearers were Rob -McCal' Ion, Randy McCallon, Jimny
Kelso and Chris Willoughby.
Thitial was, in South Pleasant
Grow Cemetery.
Master Foutch, 7, Murray, died
Thursday, Ap;ril 27, 1995, at
Dunn Memorial Hospital, Bedford, Ind.
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REOPEN

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands
New & Used
Large Inventory

Nice Hand Embroidery
Linen, Old Trunk Refinished $55, Collectables, Butterfly Pins &
Unique Jewelry, Old
Mason Jar With Letter
Missing. Amber Color
Depression
Glass
Clock, McCoy Wishing
Well & Lots More At

Debbie's
This..z&- That
Shop
Hwy 94 East 3 miles
out Murray
Hours Wed -Sat 10-4

MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic, gifted from
God 502-554-7904 call for
'appointment

Full Set Acrylic Nails
S20
Hot Wax Manicure
S13
Tinge 'Belie,/
753-1137

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open. 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-380%

Domestic
& Childcare

LOST Male Bassett Hound
nem Kirksey Hwy & Norsworthy Rd 489-2510

PROFESSIONAL couple
seeks nanny to provide
care for one child 4 days a
week Full time position
CaN (901)593-5005 before
6pm or (901)593 5086 after
6pm

050

Ward Elkins

Help
Wanted

753-1713

1000'S WEEKLY, expand
ing company needs your
help Work in your home,
for free info send SASE to
SGE Assoc, 811 N 16th,
Suite E, Murray, Ky 42071

PSYCHIC
FESTIVAL
Executive Inn
Paducah, Ky.
May 6th & 7th
Sal. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun., 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
520K to $50K/yr 24 Hours
714-251-3311x486

Readings, Booths.
Indolows Darionstrations,
Aura Photography and
Free Lecture Every Half
flour With SS Admission

COOKS, dishwashers
waitress needed at Ann's
Country Kitchen. day &
night shifts Apply in person
in Murray
DERMATOLOGY of Murray requires part time office
help If you can type, work
well with people, have a
pleasant upbeat attitude &
enjoy working in a small
well run office we want to
hear from youl Please submit resume to 300 S 8th
St. Suite 281 W, Murray.
KY 42071 All potential candidates will be contacted
personally for interview No
phone calls please

1995 \ILI/WARE
INFORMATION
Mcditarc supplement
insuranke ic no%
standanred in 10
plans and e ante
all 10 •
The pan A deductihIc
you, or yiNtir .
insurance.
must pat- has beenincreased to S 11 f, in
1995 •
11-er more infonlnation
call
AlIcCONNE1.1.
INSITHANCE

DO you need a GED? Do
you need, hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8.00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Em
ployment Services and the
Wesi Kentucky Private Industry Council This. is an
Equal Opportunity_ prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

75.t-4IP
rot.
I 4400.455.4199
-.U. 1 Aril Urar of ‘rnl.c-

RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand
050
clothes Mon- Sat. 9amLod
5pm We also do alteraAnd Found
bons 121 Bypass Murray
753-6981
LOST Chow puppy in Farmington Tan with black
nose, 20 25 pounds If
Audio Services found call 753-9764 nights
or I live at Farmington
Electronic Repair &
Square Apt C 4
Sound System
Installation
LOST in Colchvater, spade
(car, home. commercial)
female Rottweiler- German
Sheppard, with overbite,
753-2031
missing since 4/20. 65Ibs
Call 489-2544 or 489-2352.

EARN 51000S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
32814

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic,enthusiastic and like people, we would
like. to meet you.

EXPERIENCED clean-up
man, full time 753-6861

* Food Service Workers
"* Customer Service Workers
* Shift Leaders

FULL time position available in -retail sales Good
working conditions plus
benefits 753-6258

Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant. E0E/M/1- .

1

r

Lod
And Found

11:1

tso
Anted*
For fide
SMALL size wedding dross
with veil glass top display
coffee table video disk
player with
753 0789

NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pock
up 8, city wake $100irrio
492 8488

WANT to buy in excelk,wrir
condition playpen arid
Little Tike outdoor toys
753 2880

Business
Rentals

WILL do housecleaning, of
lice & house boats Even
ence• & references Call
Eve 474 2131

DOWNTOWN office space
available _across from
courthouse $95mo includ
mg all utilities 753 le266
RE-TAIL or-Office Space in
!.:.(10 Shopping Center
751.4509 0 '536612

45' MITSUBISHI tv, pecan
cabinet with doors remote
control, $4000 new in 1987
Will sell for 51000
502 753 9240

120
•

Computers

10100 SQ F T new building
suitable for retail. office or
beauty shop
Call
751 0035

25 ZENITH color console
iv, good condition $100
492 8333 after 5 30pm

Apartments
For Rent
t 7 .01D ants Furni id
,•••ry nirs
, near KASU • NO
•• t
7 5 3 1 25 2
060F• after 5pm
. ,
apt $200,mo. portal
utilities near campus
753 9400 or 753 0439
kware message
-„.
144.1_2.60
natin4y iiffir-Jorit No pets
$285, mo .deposit
751 084(1 before 9pm

Heavy
Equipment

COMPUTER SALES. 580 SUPER K extend hue
SERVICE- TRAINING- with cab 1400hrs
new 753 2905
HAWKINS RESEARCH
753-7001..
200
FAST 386DX40mhz.
_
Sports.
SVGA monitor, 170
Equipment
MegHD. 4 Meg Ram,
printer, Word Perfect 5 1, GUNS buy sell or trade
windows, Lotus 123, $500 - 436-5550
in software. modem,
210
$1,300 obo 753 4818

LOOK FOR HAWKINS
Firewood
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
CENTER THIS MAY.

I BR furnished apt .
szoi)(no plus deposit no
pots Hwy 121 at the fair
grounds 753 3409
1B(1 lop/ utilities refer'
erices.& deposit required,
no pots- $1.35?mo
753 3144
(ill;'hr „lots near down
to'i Marray 753 4109

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
Murray
ULTRALIGHT airplane. 1
or 2 place, any condition
753 7581 afar 5 30pm
USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759-9752
150
Articles
For Sale
1 BROWN pilasbc 8ft bed
cap & rubber mat for pickup 327LB metal weights
178Ib plastic weights other
equipment ask for Ken
474-2759

MUSICIANS needed Hard
rock/ alternative band- Voc
alist. lead & rhythm guitar
1st Must be.extremely F.401
ous Call 753 5297 he
tweerr 5&7pm weelidys

14x70 2BR 2 bath
$13,000. 753 6010 att.
5pm 437 4371
14x80 3131-1 2. bath now
appliances, central ha.
newly remodeled groat
condition. $14 200 Obi,
753 4818
1990 14x70 2BR 2 bath Or,
wooded lot 489-2161 after
7pm

Vir ik4 rw0icionry very
near
partial utilities
furnished Arailable now
Coleman RE. 753 9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Sharo kit:Juan, living room
It bathroom facilities Walk
.r.oleman RE
75.110
7041I • ..ri dupler. applti,.
hook up.
doiosit lyr
1..1r.4.• • ,,,•ts 7`,1 290.5 or
753 7‘.."0
- .
;sFt;i 2 hatt: duplex, ap
es f. iroished.' +Pied
iip r.ontral
3.1
month deposit.
jour lear.0. no pet5
f":f 753 7536
•• • • tor rent No
•,.i r campus

'

Pets
& Supplies
2813 duplex in Northwood
759 4106
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, gas heat, deck,

wed hook up. like new
436 5725

300

RELIABLE couple Murray
area will housesa, summer
1995 References, offer de YAMAHA 5CD changer
posit 502 762-6579 or Kenwood amplifier Boss
502-753-4161
speakers, new $1 200 one
year old sell $850
TEACHER would like to
759 9121
babysit during the summer
months. days. evenings, or
weekends, very reason
Horn*
able rates 759 4659. tutor
Furnishings .
mg also available
WILL babysit in my borne
fulibme, references avail
able, EMT on site
759-2521

3I0

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

G a L Rental Property an
°ounces openings at
Shdery Lane Apts near
MSU These attractive two
bedroom units lease for
$440 & will be ready for
...ftine move in Grey's Properties is taking applications
Call- 759-2001

KFC

AKC Getman Sheppai
cellent backgroL
healthy, free obediani ow in
eluded 502 436 285il
AKC REGISTERN ;int
'ateliers champion tiiood
fine 5wks old $300 aii
after 5pm 901 642 6/392
FOR sale 2 Beagle pAps
753 2605

cated behind Garish-,'
ough, 513,90'i 753 2319

/ ALPINE
°Ckri3r-'1 r
°5qate
)

Clarion
tG" 41%. FRI. ilk ILS ICS0

Dixieland Center

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE
Domestic '
& Childcare

McCONNELL
INSUUNCE AGEkv

CLEANING houses is my
F*1
.1a_ble ari4 ex
tOMbh"bel'Call
Linda 759 9553

=t6

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

I 0;fiLL Sit Wirth elderly any
time Call 753 4590 for
-.information

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m. 4 00 p m
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333 _
Seryice and Qualify At Everyday
Complete indoor display for /7, •vacy and year around con.ieri

America's Seawall Car

-rUglgDuckling
.
1
RENT-A -CAR
,
'N Ir
localrems Coral Is

HALEY'S Arro SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

492-8119
-:11

S,S Ii fur X
and 4 hour. Pii.ituins leading to
.t t,71.0
::c
rtitT.i iitr e
pay rate of SX 5X ,plus i.ernpretic:Hi"c'e h,n,•!.t pa,P. ige
Ifyou'ye got what it tal(iis to i.kiirk
e.•., •
ikers, ;• .•

IblvIZ
•

•***

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Morray, KY 42071

Lowcr! ko:es In Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
Run ttThs 2x2 cons.ste-.- . 4.:

contaVa.

.,..puRgeomcm"4061m• 41
it
436 5416

ray mplontent4s.vuk).
. Ulitside Shopping enti•l•
lkfurra), k•

_W

2yrs old S800

WANT to lease pasture
land to graze cattle Call
/S3 7860

759.2158
Orre rt
I
.r ‘1 I

•••

•

t

Dark Fired
Tobacco Base

.41 r.4.1•••

•

327,71

Hwy. 641 North • Murray. K

Fisher-Price

759 9303

110110

Tapes
CD's
Car. Audio

.S./inset Boidevard 1//rsic

Angie's Shrubs & Icle`as

time help Apply in person

ti Af.11E,
1enced past •'
Felfieft 14. •
re)rrif• r‘_ r0.•••••• •(•• •
talf; 7r."1

430

OPEN FALL 1995

the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours Asi:h uk ,L,,••
• 8 hour fixed (Monday - Friday , 1-.7
'
I r.
• 4 hour fixed (Monday Friday .
us : p rr, 5 p
Starting pay ratea are 55 59 for 121,$,..r

(..,)

MUR CAL Apartments now
Real
accepting applications for
Estate
1 2 and 3br apartments .
,r , • a Phone 759 4984 Equal HALEY Appraisal Serr.re
• e ,14,
call Bob Haley state rout
Housing Opportunity
pet ft-4feet. •••,,
tied Call 489 2266
•,;
Coremar•
MURRAY Marror Apart
ments now accepting aP96. JUST listed 2br 1 ban, 2FtG4 1
•
cations for 1 2br apart
'It.' •
,f. firirrel
.
baseboard heat, real ne
ments Apply in -person home near lake Wilco" act.
1,30pm 4pm
Mon Fri. Real Estate 753 5086
1409 Duigiud Dr
KOPP_ER1111 _Realty_ has
NEW 2br duplex, carport, buyers waiting to purr has.i
deck efc , available now. homes all price ranges '
$400/mo 753 3031 leave you are thinking of self,
message
contact one of OW GOUrt•••
ous and professior
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
agents at 753 1222 //r
behind Bradley Book Co all
by tffide at 711 M.I.'
have low utilities & are
closer to MSU than most
dorms Walk to class with
Lake
no parking worries Better
4
Pr0P•rill
hurry they won't last long
LAKE property for frlf
BE th• first •• arf••••
753 2339 or 753 8767
Very nice lb* Just ahri,.. •
•• •
NOW taking applications
Wildcat Park. available t, •
A: 4 _
for Section 8 low rent boos- week month
or year -1f5;l
ha'",s '• 1'
rig Apply in person at
.bath in Lakeway Shorn' vvir rri.v; '
Southside Manor, 906
$350,M0 With 1yr least
Broad St Extended, be
I
753 2339 or 751 87(.7
twee)), 8a rn- ?2-rseen-P4o 43b 1054
C •
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity.,
*
• .1: 1",
VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
duplex, appliances turn
B, ow"-,-e
ished, wid hook up, central
GREAT
building
value
Ir,t
gag heat. $525/mo. 1 rno
Ideal for duplex or spo./
deposit. years lease, no
S•'•••
.
house City, gas water
pets
753 290'5 or
rnattiii
sewer.
Large
cable
753 7536
arrr4
sions on Ridgewry5d
r..1r,
'
$4 900 753 2339
330
436 2054
Rooms
V-r‘i
BEAUTIFUL flat lot ati
'
For Rent
apt,
'
underground city utiiities in
,
ROOM in town $125'mo cluding gas Last avaii-ahie
753 8292
lot in Preston Heigh5.

A Southern
Baptist School

TAKING application* at
Breakbme Biliards for-part

fit( F '

',C. 4 1
HAVE an obedient salir"
dog for show or home
,
'
Classes Or private loss
Fari.al'
11111:11Serving Murray tor
For So.*
12yrs 436-2858

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake .641 U PICK strawtaini,s
land Westly Village. lbr open 8 6 Mon Sat
south of Murray on
artment. utilities in
ded, rent based on in side of 641 We prri..viri
come 55$ older, handicap handy picking contaner.-.•
& disabled Equal Housing for you to take your h.fr 4.e
Opportunity. home in
502 3548888

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY-44

.Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we can
provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!

Lou
Fur Sele

HAZEL Apts has lbr opts
available You must be
62yrs, hani.capped or disabled 492 8721

BUY from our huge. weal
tory or custom order your
d.,pier townhouse.
•
3rld
new home', Our pledge, if tr
appliances
Houses
you cornPare Construction
•id Peril varies
For Rent
insulation options arid sot $15', 410 Call 753 1266
2 STEEL safes at Horton
up. you will find that Dinkins In. mot.: ',totals
NICE spacious 2br frame
Lock Shop One 52H a 32w
will have-your best hous:ng
house 1 mile .-94E of Mura 25D, 74H x 36W x 310,
P
••1•;
•r
Don
rent
fill
I
value!, Dinkins Mobile
ray. 2 fireplaces, garage,
burglar resistance., TL
HIRING daytime sandwich
rmel Too many
Homes. Inc , tiwy 79F
$300/mo plus deposit
rating 753 5980
makers, also nightime dos
54)0/mo. 753 0089
Pans. Tn 1 800 642 4R,'it
ers Apply at Wendy s,
:j washer & dryer
BOGARD trucking and ex
must be able to work
-14
3BR 2 bath furnished, deck,
cavabng..inc We haul top NEW spring & summer
weekends Ask to speak to
central tit& 1 mile from
soil, gravel fill dirt white hours8 to 8 Mon thru Fri
manager
campus. $4501mo For the
rock, rip rap Mon Fri to 6 Sat 1 to 6 Sun Shop
Now Renting
summer only 489 6075
8-4pm, 753 2446.
where the big selections
INDIVIDUAL needed to reHouses,
and
are
bargins
`_
Dinkins
LYNN Grove new 3br 24
CRAFTSMAN tools 1,000
stock countertop displays
Apartments and
bath on 4 acres with 2 car
in Murray area Flexible
piece set plus more, boa Mobile Homes Inc Hwy
Duplexes.
Pari5.- Ter
garage & large storage
top and bottom, $3000 79E
hrs Call 1 809 474 6484
Quality Units At
1 800-642-4891
- shed building. yard maintevalue, will sell half price
ext 101 8am 8pm, 7 days
Reasonable Prices. nance provided $1 200`mo
753-2609
t995
NO
equity
(Grades K-6)
mobile
MURRAY Christian
plus deposit
Days
753-2339 or
home, already set up in
E Z GO golf cart. 3 wheeler
Academy is accepUng ap753-6487
753 6654
nights
437-443
plications for teachers, red good condition Call park, 16x80 3br 2 hall
753-8767
" 435 4058
Also LP gas motor fuel tank
753-2507 after 4pm
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
and
two
LP
25
gal
(#1001b
for application
360
IBM LASER printer
gas cylinders and 4 neer '2BR Embassy Apartments
For Rent
NO EXPERIENCE &500 753-5135 after 6pm
Bridgestone R 75 13 tires
central gas heat. available
Or Lease
TO $900 WEEKLY/
now. $300/mo Coleman
LIKE new Wolff ,Sundash (502)759-2454
POTENTIAL PROCESSRE 75-39898
CREEKVIEW Self storage
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
tanning bed. less than
ING MORTGAGE REwarehouses on Center
50hrs 492 8737
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
CONDOMINIUM
for lease
FUNDS OWN HOURS
Mobile
low utilities 3br 2 bath with Drive "behind Shoney s
We're open late.
(213)891-6026 EXT 1709
MOTORCYCLE helmets.
Homes For Rent
$20 140/ma 759 4081
garage .75.3 3290 (24 HOURS)
camping _supplies, camof
Hours:
2BR
mobile
home
C
ha
lauge clothing, work boots.
FOR rent 32'x28• shop or
COUNTRY living (Oh
la-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wod. 3:304 p.m.
PART time typist needed
guns & ammo Jerry s water furnished $275.mo
storage 753 3447. Ky 94
amityapt extra clean ap
for busy physician's office
Sat 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Sporting Goods, Mayfield Coleman RE 753 9898
pliances furnished, lease & East
Send resume to P 0 Box
, Wiswell Rd. past SW school, turn right at 4247-4704
NEW trailer 16460 abr deposit required, no pets
1040S,
42071
Murray,
Ky
NOFITHWOOD Storage
way stop. 3rd house on left. Watch for sign!
NEW metal siding & roof $250/mo plus deposit )vo 436 54101
presently has units availPART time gas station &
Owners Charlie Gioson & Anise (Thween) Gksson
pets
354
9518
after
5pm
mg Cover 36'cut to length
EXTRA -Face 2br, dotelex able Call 753-2905.
car wash attendant. ap753-6773 after 3:30 for Information
in 10 colors, galvanized NORTHWOOD Mobile with carport, gas - heat. ap
753 7536
proximately 28hrs per
and galvalume Secondary Home Park 753-9866
pliancos no pets deposit & ST-ORAGE trailer for rent
week No Sundays Apply
lease 1817 Ridgewood 753-7888
in person Conoco Gas Sta- if available Portable car SHADY
Oaks 2 or 3br, $425 753-7457
port kits 489 2722 or
-NURSING HOME INSURANCE
tion. 514 S 12th St
electric
or
gas Walking dis
489 2724
WANT to lease or buy totame to college 753 5209 F"UR(oISHED• or unfurn
SAFETY ad-visors,
Call
bacco base
IS NOT JUST-FOR
vacuum.
RAINBOW
$300
shed 1 or 2hr apts NQ pets, 502-435-4302 after 6pm
S2150/per mo Company
traitor
SMALL
for
rent
deliver
Zimmerman
Apts
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
will train, call Mon Fri will
1 502 395 1913 must sell 474 8056
753 6609
9am lpm
only
Our new nursing home poli.3f.S
615-399 8269
For Sale
cies have an alternate plan of
SWS Custom Cabinets
Or lease
care that will pay for someone to
looking for workers Need
to be energetic with willingtake ca-re of you in your own
ness to learn Experience a
home if you. would otherwise
plus, but not necessary
In response to 'existing and anticipated empioymt •.•
WANT TO
•
have to go to the nursing home. _Sea Jeff Herndpn at 630 N
applications arc now being accepted for produ,z.on
LEASE
4th St 759-9(72
•:, or.
.r
HEX wanted Earn up to
$500 per week assembling
products at home No experience
Info
1 504-646 t700 Dept
KY 2021

[

Classifieds every day
tt4
(Doirligke)
i$1"
Ante PfectIve AO(

-

.
?Oh

Cal 7$3-1916 tor details

-

•
I
....A..
ape."mare 411..••••-•
•
•
•
•

2B

TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1995.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

t•

Noses
Far
DUPLEX with $660imo income,631 N 4111. large lot,
$44.900 753-2339 or
436-2054

1986 S-10 BLAZER Call
435-4186 and leave
message
1988 DODGE Dakota
pickup truck, ak, longbed
8Sxxx miles, clean
753-6347

FOR Investoes, 2812sq It
new duplex. Fall Brook
Sub Rental income
$11013rmo, Price $123,000
492-8516 or 762-7221
•••

1 TON 1978 Chevy dump
truck Less that 50,000
miles 502-753-5561

NEW 3br homes priced in
70's & 80's, financing wadable, wd consider wade
753-3672 afar 5pm

75 CZ JEEP 360, 3sp,
runs great 753-0194. after
5pm call 759-1807

NEW affordable homes,
2-31x in aty Starts at mid
50's, financing available.
Campers
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm SOWEIfs. 1974 23FT PROWLER
curbs & si underground sleeps 7
Call after 4 30pm
utilities 753-4444
753-8306
1979 FLEETWOOD 1411
camper trailer, good condition. $1,200 for more information 753-6259

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

1991 30FT COACHMAN
camper, 1 owner, excellent
condition, $9,800.
7530814

NEW by owner'-4br 3 bath,
2018 Carol Dr • living room,
extremely nice kitchen, dining area, 14x24 bonus
room 753-5677
NEW home 3br 2 bath on 1
acre lot, priced in the 60's,
will sell or trade 489-2161
after 7pm
NEW home, Coles Campground Rd 3br 2 bath, central gas & electric, 1900sq ft
liv;ng area on 1 22 acres.
-hoe Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444.
NiCE 3br brick on Meadow
Lane Reduced to sell
Nice, quiet neighborhood
for starter home or-retiree
Mur- Cal Reafty. 753-4444
PRICE reduced! 3BR 2
bath with keg° yard & storage. 9mi on 121N,$64,900
489-2296

1978 HONDA Odyssey,
250CC new piston, new
rear tires, newly recovered
seat, reduced to $650 must
sell 753-4249

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stunip removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

759-1859

AU_ around hauling, mowing, tree work, junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe 436-2867

COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service. 436-2667.

LAMB'S tree timming
436-2269 Paul.

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

LAWN care, sheetrock finishing, painting, small carpenter repair. Call
489-2154.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Servioe. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

LAWN care, mowing & trimming. 436-2528.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

Boats
& Motors

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References available. Call Jerry Perkins at
436-2060.

36FT GIBSON house boat,
extra nice inside Call after
5pm 435-4565

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

HANDY man: Plumbing,
painting, wallpaper, tree &
carpentry work_ Call Ken
474-2131.

FOR sale 1211 aluminum
boat with trailer, also have
trolling motor .753-2605.
FOR sale 14' POLAR CRAFT boat & trailer with
6hp Johnson motor & trolling motor & 4 new life
jackets, $850 759-9742
RANGER 330V bass boat
1986 150HP Mariner Magnum motor, stainless steel
prop, 12-24 motor guide
trolling motor, 3 new batteries, Eagle electronics, very
nice, $7900 492-8600

[

BUSHHOGGlNG gardens,
plowed disked, driveways
graded 437-4030
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL S Custom garden tilling grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
502 492 8622
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% serif&
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us
AlaOnwAe
ar tin

492-8707

vs

CJsTOfill KITCHEN CAEuNETS
cuSTOM WOOOWORKING

1991 NISSAN Maxima
loaded
$ 1 2 500
492 8836

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
..prop By -Ana See jrO Showroom •

1992 TOYOTA Paseo red
ipe deck & CD Gayer
•
$-'7

•

409 Sunbury • li.rrey (Behind Bunny Broach.
753-5940
4

airty Sante \iBrolheti, Tree Trimming
Esi•r-les
Tree Removal
Firm Servia .
Lanciscapog
Yald 44cw'rg
'ledge Tirn rning

Tree Service cw"P Servce

Light Hauling. Etc.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

dQS
Vans
1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
war with lots of extras
local onlis owner make of
for Call Bill Kopperud
753 1222,day 753-6620
evening
1989 CHARCOAL gray
Plymouth VOyager runs
good well taken care of,
123 XXX miles $4,500
.obo Call 753-6063 after
SPITI

Cadillac of Vans!!
1990 Lumina Van,
charcoal
gray,
'tinted
windows,
power windows,
locks ect , 7 passenger, cellular
phone,. new:t;)at‘.-.
all the extras!! Great gas

mileage!
436-5958
•

.555,900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq.
It. BRICK home. Three bedrooms, 2 full
baths,28'great room,eat-in kitchen,large
master suite, vaulted ceilihg, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.
Now Offering A
100%
Money-Back
Guarantee
Ask For Delads

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
.

of America
( Over

D & D lawn care, free estimates. 489-2296.

BACKHOE Service, com- HERE it is Reliable, effiplete foundations, septic cient lawp mowing at a
systems R.H Nesbitt, Con- - reasona6le •-price. Cali
struction Phone 492-8516, Joe's Mowing Service,
753-5643 for residential
pager 762-7221
and commercial lawns.
BOB'S Plumbing Se:v.ce
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed.
753-1134 or 436-5832

A & J Lawn Care

1988 LINCOLN Town car
good
condition
502 492 8385

grey leather interx3r 5sp
asking $22 000 Call
753 8341 .

DAVID'S cleaning serviced. We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R.V. 759-4734.

DRYWALL, fiSishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

'488 JEEP Cherokee red
automatic a c $5 500 Call
753.4535

FOR sale 1993 MiZibtshi

CUSTOM tilling & smaN
bush hogging. 489-2995. -

ASPHALT driveway, sealing, free estimates.
753-2279.

1984 HONDA Accord
loaded, excellent condition.
new tires, well kept, regularly serviced. 165,XXX
road miles 759-9600,
$2 500 must see!

300007 SL turgandy with

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace,Volar

32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000. Serious Inquires
only 502-759-4414
520

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new an with Formica. AM
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.

ALAN'S lawn mowing &
weed eating 753-0694

29' AIRSTREAM rear bath,
new interior, all systems
work, road ready
753-0114

LIKE new 1993 Suzuki DR
250, on and off road bike,
only 2,000 miles, $1.900
7530707

1994 OLDS 98 Regency
y -aided 4dr low mileagf. lady dr.ven
•
9C;584 44 75

Residerdial-Comniercial
References
Free Estimates
Fully Insured

ARRONS Handyman Co.
remodeling and repairs,
odd jobs, saeen porches,
decks, electrical etc.
474-8534

530
Servias
1986 HONDA 250 Elite mo• Offered
torscooter automatic transmission, digital clock. Al Al A TREE
SERVICE,
odometer, speedmeter, hedge trimming, landscaptripmeter, luggage box, ing. mulching & mulch
haulhighway approved for two ing, gutter cleaning
Cleanriders at 65mph, excellent up junk, garbage Odd jobs.
condition, original owner, also Al househld moving
5000 miles since new, price Free estimates Tim Lamb
$1385 Call 7531 1326 436-5744.
evenings
A and A Lamb's lawn mow1987 YAMAHA Warrior ing, light hauling, tree trimlooks and runs great, make ming. 'Mark 436-2528
offer
435-4003 or
435-4511

f
7 eathet s...nr3c*
power seat am fm
ta,i• compact disk air
a...,c,mat,c digital door
locks always garaged um
rr,actaate 502 753 9240

Ross Roofing

,1110/1•111

agl,rme•I

'lir... 141/4

1410 tone Oak Rd. Paducah. KY Mel
1502) 354-3267

LAMB Brothers Tree Service str1-438-5744

RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Garages, additions, porches, decks, roofing. vinyl siding & trim, replacement windows
Owner Jerry Ffiley. Phone
502-480-2907.
ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, sidWig & additions. AN type
home & mobile home repair. Free estimates.
474-2307.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co.
753-6433.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with fuN
line of equipment. Free esLEWIS Exterior Cleaning timates. Day or night,
houses, mobile homes, 753-5484.
brick & vinyl, buildings,
R.V.'s, sidewalks, free esti- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
mates. (502)753-6490
of colors. Licensed, inLICENSED for electric and sured. Estimate available.
gas 753-7203.
759-4690.
MARC'S lawn "orifice. VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
7534226, 753-4168.
Service Center, cleaningMB GENERAL CON- servicing $15; most repairs
STRUCTION & MAIN- $35 Free estimates Route
TENCE Carpentry, paint- 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
ing, electncal, plumbing, Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530.
siding, other & apart. maint. WE do yard work and wash
(502)436-2819 fax or windows and clean houses
modem avail.
&
apartments.
MULCH, delivered Murray 502-345-2714.
area. 436-5560.
WINDOW & door repair &
PAINTING int., ext. all replacement. Senior Cit.
types of home repair, tree discount. 759-1799.
estimates. Call anytime
YARD mowing, weedeat436-5032.
ing & blade work, free estiPLUMBING repairman with mates. Phone 489-2077 afsame day service. Call ter 60M
436-5255.
RIDA'S Machine Quilting,
J Lawn Maintenance; choice of patterns. Phone
dependable, reliable, rea- 502-759-2479, Murray, Ky.
sonable rates, big or small YARD
mowing, free estijobs. 502-753-0384.
mates 753-6344.
mowed
LAWNS
(502)759-3133

Festival winners
are announced

On April 18, at Murray State
University's Regional Foreign Language Festival, the following students placed for Murray High:
In, French:
Recitation-level one-first, Morgan Blankenship; second, Leigh
Haverstock; third, Jessica Gagel;
level,two-first, Jennifer Lewis;level
foCirsecond, Richard Robinson.
Extemporaneous Prose Reading-level one-first, Candace Gurley;
second, Courtney' Christopher;
third, Amberly Rollins; level two-,
first: Robby Naulty; third, Elizabeth
Broughton; level four-second, Elizabeth Harrington.
Oral Proficiency -level one-first,
Mark Stockton; second, Mary Kay
Howard; third, Ryan Pickens; level
two-first, Cory Martin; seeond,
Robert Howard; level three-first,
Keni Bazzell; level four-first, kkiChet Cella.
Listening-level two-second, Jessica Jones.
Written-level two-first, Ashley
Burgess; second, Leah Christensen;
level four-first, Rachel Cella; second, Joel Johnson. .
Construction
models-first-Michelle Nloode, Jennifer Hopkins,
Blake Ross.
Frameable
art-first-Hillary
Small.
Dialog.-first-Keri Bazzell, Erika
Johnson.
Group Drama-secondRobinson, Mary Maddox, David
Graves, Adam Wells, and R. Howard.
Chorus-second.
Realia-second-Bumess, Fitch,

Plan, McNeely, Harris, Crum.
Food-second-Caroline Trawick.
In Spanish:
Recitation I-first, Ellen Carpenter; II-first, Melissa Goldhammer, second-Karen Fischer; IIIfirst, Andrea Jackson; IV-third,
Caleb Johnson and Catie Bates; Vfirst, Lori Cook; Native Speakerfirst,„ Jenny Leary.
_Extemporaneous Reading I-first,
Cheri Reidel; II-first, Elisabeth
Breeding; Ill-First, Alyson McNutt;
IV-second, Leigha Wolf, thirdTracy Pervine.
Oral Proficiency II-first, Katie
McNeary; second, Adam,Meloan;
III-first, Sarah McNeary; second,
Chas Villanova; IV-third, Catie
Bates; V-first, Angela Fairbanks.
Listening Proficiency III-second,
Karen Green; IV-third, Sarah DeMeo.
Written Proficiency 1-second,
Adam Bartnik; IV-third, Keisa Bennett; V-first, Angela Fairbanks.
Realia-first, Hillary Belcher;
first, Susan Krieb and Joanna Kind,
Costume-first, Tabitha Painter.
- Dialog-first, Jessica Jones and
Tracy Pervine.
Group Drama-first-Keisa Bennett, Angela Fairbanks, Jason
Shelby and Katie McNeary.
Chorus-first.
First place winners arc eligible to
compete at the State Foreign Language Festival at the University of
Kentucky on May 13.
Murray High won sweepskakes in
French and Spanish.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

There's Only One Right Play
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•7 3
V 9fi2
• K J 105 2:
+854
WEST
EAST

Conversational Spanish
to be offered at MSU
As western Kentucky continues
to welcome more Mexican agricultural workers into our communities,
many area farmers have expressed
an interest in learning at least the
fundamentals of spoken Spanish for
better communication between
themselves and their new employees. This summer, Murray State
University's Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach
will offer a course to address that
need.
Beginning May 16, Conversational Spanish is scheduled Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from 6 to 8
p.m. in room 407 of Murray State's
Faculty Hall on 16th Street. This
non-credit community education
course will run through July 27.
Conversational Spanish is de-

signed primarily for area farmers
and agri-business people to encourage cultural understanding,promote
higher productivity and enhance
on-the-job safety.
Beth Henninger, a Murray State
graduate who recently taught English to children of Mexican employees for the Mayfield City School
System, will lead the course.
The registration fee for the class
is $90. This fee covers 40 in-class
hours plus all course materials. For
more information or to register for
Conversational Spanish, contact
Murray State's Office of Community Education,207 Collins Center, at (502) 762-2160 or outside
Calloway County call 1-800-6697654.
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Calloway Middle School
honor roll released

CO
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Calloway County Middle School
recently released its honor roll for
the third nine weeks.
6th Grade
All As

Misty Coles, Alicia Eaves, Nathan Fonener,
Janna Furches, Matt Geathean,Erin Gordon,
Kelli Griffin, Brittany Guess,Jerry Hamblin,
Renee Ilenson, Jessica Houston, Ruth Ann
Hutchens, Stacey Keel, Tiffany Lassiter,
Tammy Linn, Bobby Long, Ashley Lowe,
Lindsay Adcock, Jessica Bybee, Amber
Daniel Matheny, Jonathan McClure, Jessica
Cain, Amanda Caner, Ashley Cook, Natalie
McKendree, Christina McPhail, Maggie
Cooper, Karl Downs, Alison Fouch, Brady
Melson, Willie Morris, Micah Morris, JenHarris, Sarah Johnson, Jessica Lemons,
nifer Myers, Adam Nance, Jennifer Pigg,
Annie Lynn, Beth Martin, Derek McCallum,
Lacey Pittman, Alecia Robertson, Miriam
Jamie Miller, Ftaegan Morton, Ryan Rogers,
Rogers, Connie Shelton, Wesley Spencer,
Tiffany Shemwell, Kacey Stark, Whithi
Tasha Thompson, Steven'Mom,Jamie TipSteele, Chelsea Stephenson, Jena Thomas' ton, Amy Travis,
Bea Underhill, Christy
and Amanda Williams.
Watkins, Jeremy Weber, Michael D. WA- -1
'41b
-tams, April Wolford, Samantha Woodall,
-.
6th Grade
Keith Wright and Mau Yezerski.
As & Bs
Brenda Allan, Lisa Arnold, Misty Bogard,
8th Grade
Justin Boggess, Jeremy Bolls, Cecilia BramAll As
hill, Seth Bryant, Chelsea Bullard, Joey
Elizabeth Allen, Susan Blalock, Rebecca
Burgess, Dusty Clark, Ben Cossey, Wesley
Carson, Kennette Cleaver, Allen Forrester,
Coursey, Aaron Cowan, Chris Duncan,
Jenny Fouch, Deanna Futrell, Adam Goth's:,
Duane Dycus, Michael Eldridge, Kandis
Katie Godar, Kaci'Greer, tilde Hein, Jon
Garland, Kimberly Gay,Michelle Goodman,
King, Will Lee, Ashley McKendree, Bryan
Patrick Greer, Racheal Grogan, Erin HeltsMeurer, Ann Taylor, Bethany Vandemiolen
ley, Linda Higgins, Erica Hill, Justin Holand Tiffany White.
land, Adrianne Huffme, Craig Jacobs,
Angela Johnson, Sabrina Johnson, Abby
8th Grade
Jonas, Clint Kear, Kassa Kelso, Matt Leet,
As & Bs
Zachery Lovett, Stephanie Lowe, Kevin
Christina Adams, Marsha Adams, Jennifer
Malone, Bobbie Marran, Joey McDaniel,
Alton, Ashley Anderson, Billy Barnard,
Chad McLaren, Elaine Michalek, Ashley
Jesse Benneu, Jayson Bogard, Brooke BogMorns, Brian Overbey, Bethany Pate, Becky
gess, Donovan Brelsford, Tanise Bullard.
Pennington, Jennifer Perlow, James Priami,
Laramie Carson, Mitchell Chapman, John
April Ramsey, Chase Redden, Melissa RiClayton, Russell Cleaver, Alicia -Covington,
chardson, Marion Rogers, Tiffany Rogers,
Michael D'Elia,Sam Dick,Michael Downey,
Heather Rogers, Tony Ryan, Lora Sexton,
Dsnik Edwards, Sabrina Emerson, Autumn
Josh Smith, Ad riane Southard,Clint Stewart,
Ezell, Kristen Farmer, Magan Fleetwood,
Tiffany Stober, Tyla Tabers, Brad ThurTrent Garland,John Gore, Courtney Hamby,
mond, Amy Todd, Eury Tyncs, Jameson
Josh Harcourt, Tara Harrison, Kenny [lathWade, Austin Webb, Tiffany Wenderoth,
cock,
Ashley Henderson, Aimee tlenson,
Brandon Williams and Kristi Williams.
Eric Hicks, Nathan Holt, Chris B. Jones,
7th Grade
Brad Jones, Charity Keesee, Jennifer Liddle,
AU AS
Michelle McClure, Lacey McCuan, Whitney'
Morris, Rachel Murrell, Robin Nowak, Julia
Josh Burcheu, Kiki Cunningham, Mau Keel,
Owens, Payton Patterson, Amanda Peal,
Brooke Lencki, Thomas Moore, Bethany
Michelle Phillips, Michael Rhodes, Ashley
O'Rourke, Courtney Potter, Justin Rogers,
Rose, Brad Rowland, Amanda Rudolph,
Glenn Timmons,Mau Todd andfltyle Tracy.
Shawn& Rushing, Heather Saxon, Gary
7th Grade
Shields, Sharma Smith, Johnna Stockdale,
"fAs & Bs
Larry Stubblefield, Cielita Stubblefield, KeTabitha Armstrong, Elizabeth Balmer, Billy.
vin Suiter, James Todd, Brad Walker, Mau
Bell, Jennifer Braden, Mindy Brandon,
Wyau- and Tiffany Young. .
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WEDNESDAY, MAX'3, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-9(10-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 99
cents a minute.)
- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Your social contacts could help you
The work pace quickens. Count on land a loan or business contract.
the summer months being especialls Show your appreciation in a tangible
busy. As business accelerates. so w ay. Be cautious when making
will your socializing. Overseas has - long-temi agreements. Romance on
el holds strong appeal in early fall. the rebound could he short-lived.
Review the benefits accruing from
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Ceryour job: it may be possible to tain expectations may he unrealistic.
obtain additional perks. A chance Avoid making promises.sou cannot .(•••
meeting early in 1996 could lead to keep. Do not sacrifice secufity just
a happs. romantic connection. Fol- 'to he "nice.- Conservative ins estlow sour heart.
ments help you prosper in business.
CELEBRITAS BORN ON Entertaining at home tonight still
THIS DATE: Godfather of Soul sirs e you money
James Brown, basketball player Jeff
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 20:
Homacek. magician Doug Henning. Adopting a tinge flexible approach
actress Betty Comden.
w ill help you make swifter progress
ARIES iNlartil 21 -April 191: A at work. listen to a hat cosudden change in plans or a missed have to say. !tumor and understandconnection could cause &stmts. ing still go a long was towards
Keep sour temper in check: issuing patching up a squabble.
an ultimatum could backfire. FinanSAGITTARIUS (Noy. 22-Dec.
cial transactions require careful 211: Spend time alone \'‘ Iii a loved
attention to detail.
one st ho has felt nee lected lately .
TAURUS I April 20-May 20): Comparison shopping . he Iv you
Keep an eagle eye on investments. save money when ,plirchasini,! a
Mistakes can occur. A word dropped major appliance. Dress simpls hut
in the right place will open important elegantly
going out tonight. Steer
doors. You and a relative may dis- cleaJA)fpgossips.
cuss going into business together.
RN (Dec. 22-Jan.
GEMINI (May. 21 -June 201: Do
191: Life seems full of promise:.
not let a conservative streak keep Reward someone's -efforts to please
sou from looking at innovative vou. If in lose, make sour honorable
ideas. A ileW approach could intentions !swan. Discussions about
improve the quality of your work. religion or politics are best avoided
Your lose life is-on the upswing. this %ening. Einphasize shared
took ahead with pleasure.
interests and values.
CANCER (June 21-Jaly 221: You
AQUARILS (Jan. 20-1-eh, 181:
are novt entenag a peraxl of increased Go ahead with a business project and
:Kik its and energy. A career change other gainful pursuits that will boost
is likely to. he discussed in the day-.
yOur income.
Vk 110 pass out the
ahead. Creative self-expression re\ i- benefits are open-handed. Emphasize
talizes your sense of purpose. Pro- serenity on the home. trja. A mellow
mote intellectual pastimes.
appn sac h stark s 55 cinders.
LEO iJuly 23-Aug. 221: A new
PISCES Feb:1
19-March 201:
enterprise can he launched today. Re Quickly scale the ladder ol'success
prepared to travel. Joining a special when the going is smooth, hut pause
gn nip could bring you financial or •W hen II IN rlot. Check OCCasionall‘ to
psschological bend its, Do not We what the competition is doing.
underestimate the value of team- Lel y tiur optimistic side shim st hen
work. A pilot pried will succeed.
promoting a priaect.

'king - you go down one against
proper defense.
But if you play the clubstI.rnore
carefully, you wind up making the
contract. After cashing the ace of
clubs, you continue with the queen
instead of the deuce! This slight
modification in the play brings a
• fi
84 2
highly satisfactory result. West's
✓ Q.1 10 8 4
king and East's ten fall on the same
•A 7
• Q 986 4 3 trick and you wind up losing only
46. .1 7 :1
-41 106
two clubs instead of three.
SO1.Tal .
It might he argued the queen
4 A K Q.J 105
play is right if you see all four hands,
VAK
hut that there is no justification for
•playing the quaenif you see only two
*A Q02
hands.
The hiddirig:
It is not difficult to refute this
South West
North East
argument. Obviously, if the clubs
2+•
Pass
28'' Pass
are .3-3 it makes no difference
24
Pass
3•
Pass
whether you lead the deuce or the
4+
queen.
'strong, artificial
But if the clubs are divided 4-2,
•"negative the card you choose to play will freOpening lead - queers of hearts
quently make a difference Since the
I aq's say you're declarer in four player holding the doubleton will be
spades and West,leads a heart. You dealt .1-x or 10-x twice as often as K win w4ththe king,drkw three rounds x, it is clearly better to -play the
of trOmps,and, as you have an inevi- queen than the deuce
table heart Imar, you must try to
Flailing the right percentage
TODAICS ('H11.1)
411144c >14f..velth 114V,...
4 4lPan144041(1111K,-"?.*-'
nuoirl Ifsidrrr ri+ (-11.1.6 tricks ,
play of the queen is by fro mean's a '
,
cr.:ever:1We fitly
tireNtifts0.v.ttat "doetti-x'aflince fit's 3 volt-•
If you play theol• and a low club
t•romplicateri mathematical proposi- id lion' It is almost anpossikle to sidetrack these I aureans
trom then goals
- hoping to (inc the suit 3 3, or tion its plain common sense, that's All animate tot Math and sclera e
makes the iii eSCefielll calltildille• for .1
either opponent with the doubloon all
carm ill fliedit Me or aeronauth.s Reliable MO
detail oriented, these 1 allTe
'ails Make eyeinplar ciispk i eV% RI
Tomorrow The road to good defense
happiness depends oll awn curb
mg a !miens s 10 spiaid all their time on work
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DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK

.- By Peter H. Gait. M.D.

Aspartame (Whial Is metabolized sim_ilarly to phenylalanine' should also be
DEAR DR. GOVT: Does aspartame avoided.
harm a person's eyesight' I've heard
By ana large. aspartame is a safe
many and varied reports of the dan- product devoid of health nsks
gers attributed to its use.
DEAR DR GOTT: I have relatives
DEAR READER... Aspartame' who seem to have gone crazy over a
tNutraSweete- a sugar substitute-that liquid diet drink. They plan to conis commonly used as_a sweetener in sume the beverage for the rest of
diet foods, is not harmful to the aver- their lives to maintain a higher energy
age person. In fact, because it con- level and still lose weight. Is there any.
tains no calories, aspartame is recom- hope for a person who remains a firm
mended for people who, because of believer that exercise and good eating
diabetes or overweight.'Must avoid habits are the best rePlpe?
sugary products. Aspartame does not
DEAR READER I trust that there
affect vision. (Diabetes often causes is because this recipe is healthful
retinal disease.)
and it works
As you will notice from reading the
There are many diet programs and
labels of many diet foods, however, weight-reduction plans available
patients with phenylketonuria should today. Because they are so restrictive.
avoid aspartame. PKU is •a genetic they do-enable people to shed pounds
disease, marked by an inallility of the over the short haul. However, they're
body to metabolize the amino acid almost impossible to follow for any
phenylalanine. Excess phenylalanine length of time.
leads to nerve damage. seizures and
Hence, the initial weight loss is ('usmental retardation.
tomarily short-lived the pounds once
Thus. patients with. PKU must not again accumulate when the person
consume phenylalanine-rich foods "relaxes" and begins e
s -before.
tsuch as most protein siubstancest The resulting -yo-yo" eff
icycles of
unless the foodstuffs have been pre- weight loss and wet t gain) is
treated to remove phenylalanine unhealthful
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and in the opinion o
In my vie
experts
it makes more sense ti
exercise regularly and adopt lopg
term dietary modifications with which
a person feels comfortable For exam
pie. many stout 'people can lose
-weight and keep it-offi by eliminating
MOW' pet.dtffiearvedlivente4tre
aIiThiiTeratifl-d4eo4ul intake
all
the while mairitaining a nutritious.
vaned and well-balanced diet I
believe that your approach is sound
To give you more information. I am sending you free copies at my Health
Reports "'Calorie Wise Cooking- and

"Winning the.'Battle of the Bulge
Other readers who would like .:.upies
should send $2 for each report plus a
selladdressed. stamped envelope to
P.O. Box.2433. Nevi York. NY tot63
Be sure to mention the taleisi
isiciNEWSPAPER FATE:10'81SE ‘SSN

DAILY COMICS
ener,
rdon,
iblin,
Ann

BLONDIE

owe,
SSICA

uónal
are attending the
Alpha Department of Murray'
29th annual National DECCA - Woman's Club. New Alpha officCareer Development Conference
ers are Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
of Distributive Education Clubs
Miss Mary Lassiter, Mrs. James
of America being held at HollyFee and Miss Lala Cain.
wood. Fla
Mrs. What Imes, Calloway
ichardcnn_danghter
CounwitealdvIgurse,-was weakMrs. Bethel Richardof Mr.
er at a meeting of Kirksey School
son, has been selected to the AllUnit of Parent-Teacher
Student Group, U.S.A. for sumAssociation.
mer of 1975 Caribbean Tour. A
Recent births reported at Mursenior at Murray High School, ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
she is leader of the French Horn
and Mrs. Ronald J. Housden.
section of MHS band.
Forty years ago
Donald Brock spoke on serCapt. E.S. Dye of ROTC of
vices of Mental Health Center at
Murray State College was speaka meeting of Kappa_ Department er at the meeting of Murray Rotof Murray Woman's Club. Brock ary Club held at Murray
is pictured with Marilyn Adkins, Woman's Club House. His subKappa chairman.
jectrea...
of"The Taxpayers Di3T1ar in
Thirty years ago
Ko
Mrs. Curtis Hays spoke on
Owen L. fairris, Verlyn Malcolm, H.P-..hutson, Jerry White '"The United Nations - Wtizit It
and Gerald Ray were elected as Is and How It Works" at a meeting of East Side Homemakers
officers of Hazel Jaycees.
A special eight-page section on Club held at the home of Mrs.
Murray Cablevision with Keith Arlo Sprunger.
Hill as manager is published in
Recent births reported at Murthe Murray Ledger & Times.
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Jean Blankenship and Carolyn and Mrs. Edgar Boggess, a boy to
Adams of Regional Library Staff, Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson, a
spoke at ,a luncheon meeting of girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bucy,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Emory
Hook, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Robert Reis.
By The Associated Press
,Today is Tuesday, May 2, the 122nd day of 1995. There are 243
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
_ DEAR ABBY: I would he Lel.,
Fifty years ago, on May 2, 1945, the Soviet Union announced the
brating my 35th wedding anmver
fall of Berlin, and the Allies announced the surrender of Nazi troops
sarv in June. but my husband
in Italy and- pares of Austria.
Arnold. left me last year.
•
He retired and wanted an RV si .
On this date:
we could trael
In 1519:artist Leonardo da Vinci died at Cloux, France.
He made up ;ill sorts of lies and
In 1670, the Hudson Bay Company was chartered by England's
sold MT home, pretending we would
King Charles II.
be on the road most of the time. Ile
In 1863, Confederate Gen. Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson was accistuck me in a condo, and pulled
dentally wounded by his own men at Chincellorsville, Va.; he died
money out of our savings and
eight days later.
- investments. Then he announced he
In 1885, Good Housekeeping magazine was first published in
wanted a separation -fot a few
Months."
Holyoke, Mass.
.
Just- after Labor Day'. h.: took off
-In 1890, the Oklahoma Territory was organized.
the RV with another woman I
in
- • In 1895, 100 years ago, lyricist Lorenz Han, who collaborated with
had gone to school .with
34i
composer Richard Rodgers on songs like "Thou Swell". and "My
years ago.-and she always had a terFunny Valentine," was born in New York.
rible'reputation. This was not her
In 1932, Jack Benny's first radio show made its debut on the NBC
first trip with male companions I
Blue Network.
found out about her atter they had
gone - but Arnold was unaw are
In 1936, "Peter and the Wolf," a symphonic tale for children by
that I knew about Sheila.
Sergei Prokofiev, had its world premiere in Moscow.
They toured the Northwest. and
In 1957, Sen.. Joseph R. McCarthy, the controversial Republican
Made sute that--I got mail ,from
he
senator from Wisconsin, died at Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland.
every state. It made me pliysically
In 1960, convicted sex offender and best-selling author Caryl
Chessman was executed at San Quentin Prison in,California.
People shunned me. even though
In 1965, the Early Bird satellite was used to transmit television picthe shame was his. Those few who
tures across the Atlantic.
stood by me were extremely supportive, but no one can bear your
In 1972, after serving 48- years as- head of the Fill, J. Edgar Hoover
pain for you. - you must bear it
died in Washington at age 77.
alone.
In 1974:- former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was disbarred by
To 1.4 it off. Arnold :returned
the Maryland Court of Appeals, effectively preventing him from prac.four months later with Ring hair
ticing law anywhere in the United States.
and a handlebar mustache. Sheila- •
Ten years ago: President Reagan, visiting West Germany, and his —likes long hair and mustaches..
host, Chancellor Helmut Kohl, tried to blunt-criticism of plans to lay a
Abby. he had been a teaches who
wreath at the Bitburg military cemetery by inviting relatives of Nazi
would reprimand students whose
hair touched their collars! •
resisters to join in the ceremony.
I wish you would - %%rite stinie-.-Five years ago: The government. of South Africa and the African
thing in youreolumn about male'
National Congress opened their first tormal talks aimed at paving the
menopause. The American fiimily
way for more substantive negotiations on dismantling apartheid.
seems to be on the decline --and a
One year ago: Nelson Mandela claimed victory in the wake of lot of it seems to be attributed to
South Africa's first democratic elections; President F.W. de Klerk
male menopause.
acknowledged defeat.
BETRAYED BET RECOVERIN(
Today's Birthdays: Author-activist Dr. Benjamin Spock is 92. Actor
DEAR BETRAYED: You have
Theodo& Bikel is 71. Singer Lesley Gore is 49. Singer-songwriter'
my sympathy. But your husLarry Gatlin is 47.
band may be suffering less from
Thought for Today: "Have you,.ever observed that we .pay much
a hormonal imbalance than a
more attention to a-wise passage when it is quoted than when we read
character deficiency. And I say
it in the original author?" - Philip G. Hamerton, English artist-and
it not because he left you, but
essayist (1834-1894).
because of the underhanded
way he did it.,
Tea years ago
Hoyt Roberts, T. _ Waldrop.
Harding Galloway and Claude
Miller, founders of MurrayCalloway County Board of Realtors, were presented plaques at a
Ake Realt•Irs alasetwiag
Private Property Week. The local
organization was founded here -in
1957.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America won the all-events firstplace trophy at the 33rd annual
FFA Field Day at Murray State
University. Chapter advisors arc
James Larry Gilbert and Jamie
Potts.
Molly Ross of Murray who
performs folk music in the region, presented a program of both
Kentucky Irish sogns at the annual spring meeting of Associates
of Murray State University Libraries (AMSUL) held April 30.
Twenty years ago
Gale Ahart, Melissa Bucy, Risa
Lowe, Debbie McClure, Gail
Sheridan and Rhonda Towery,
high school students, Roderick
Reed, alumnus, and Vickie Shell,
teacher, all from Murray Voca-

TODAY IN HISTORY

HEY! CUT TMAT OUT
GET SACK IN THE
KITCHEN WITH
THAT NONE!!

slier,
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DEAR ABBY
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CATHY
BRENDA
ORGANIZES HER OUTFITS ft)R

RANGE:
4045'
01.11-SU
:EA CLOTHES THE
:
141611T BEFORE, WIN& RAN

THE WEEK EACH SUNDAY AND
&ROUPS THEM av DAV WITH. - [NEEDED PRESSlNG OR MENDING.
MATCHING SHOES IEWELRY
AND ACCESSORIES.

CATIft 7

DEIDE5 WHAT TO WEAR
BEFORE POPPING INTO TVE
SHOWER IN THE MORNING.

. ittbDuLD fleAUE BEEN HAPPIER
,k) THE. BUIE PoPs17,-, .
- SHOULD HAVE MSE "..oTH THE
(
DIGKE,T .
FATS.
StiltP,D HAVE wORN FLATS

•
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CHANGING 'HER
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Afl

XVELL,WE °KY MANAGED
"0RUN FOR 20 MINUTES,
EL.

99

I FIND IT HARDib
MACAW AFTP...R 1,NoRKING ALL DAL/.

*el

ACTUALLY,MY
FAVORITE
IIME15/FIRST
114ING IN THE
MORNING.

AS LONG AS NoSoDY
WAKES ME UP!
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CROSSWORDS

ACROSS
— Na Na
4 Character .
.n -Othello
8 Diamonds
sapphires
' and
.emgialds
12 Ins& t egg 31,
-13 Paraphernalia
14 -1 cannot tell

GARFIELD
.1r

AAP CA/0.57;ARRJ/4
,
Pilral A Beck
Affair it-.

1— 2

df&itsr
gpip
jporyort,Wree 3 9413

awn'r

3

people, Ihyph wd
47 Mrddle-tlass

mg A LE

BURD

OD

15

16

6 Measured
7-Call to
(begin a
meetjrigi
8 Entry
9 Yake
10 '0 Sole 11 DC
8

-

in

11

14

.

point
22 'Hee -"
24 Roman two
25 Skidded
26 Jekyll's
" opposite
27 over
28 Roman

emperor
29 Encountered
30 Hammarsiok1
32 Western
mountains
33 - Dawn
yinnnoglds ID
C
Re
ngo
.367 se

20

21

PEANUTS

o

.

1

10

MBA@

17 — no time
19 Compass

Phoenix'
5 — Lingus
(airline)

(2 wds )
4 -B_y the_time
— -- to

13 "

D MIN! D

5-2 ED 1995 United FeaturlSynchcate

person
2 Hawaiian
city
3 Very early

6

A MO

@pomp poomm

1 Supercilious

'
4 6

MUMMRIAM

MMIME
WATNA
mRID uumRm
mum

DOWN

12

18

ONE OQUAP
MU
MMWM CIWOMR
@MOP

flIght
44 Publicity-

person

newspaper)
31 Tellurium
symbol
32 Stitch
33 Sugar —
-Leonard
34 — est

AWaittr (inSezi

MAIM MUM
MAUMOR MEDIUM
gim DRAM [IRMO

42-Disorderly.

(Clark Kent s
FW, Nat 01/4/ P/O
04fRailE /4
/5
•07467

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Tiny
' opening
40 Observe
41 Yo-Yo -

51 --- the- pace
52 Actress
Chase
53 Clothes 1511
54 Ships prefix
55 Buzzing
insects
56 Coup d —
.57 Fern holy

15 Ancient
16 State ofknowledge
18 Brag
20 Barry or
- Hackman
r21 You and I
22 That woman
23 Fond desire
27 Yearly (abbr I
29 Insane
30 — Planet

MALLARD FILLMORE

35 Planets path
37 Actors org
•
38 B-F linkup

25 PIM

-72 wds
.38 grounds
4
40
1 ptiy
tanned skin

ASK YOUR DO6 IF HE
WANTS TO COME OUT
AND CHASE RABBITS

I THINK HE'LL
DO IT IF YOU DO

IT

5-2

OKAY DOWN TO THE
CORNER AND ACROS..

mi5 IA/AY .

1

.11

34
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DEAR ABBY: My daughter's
boyfriend is making me crazy. He
comes to my house and acts Idce he
lives here. •
He opens The refrigerator and
helps hi-nil:elf to whatever he wants
He drinks vine soft drink after
another nnd doesn't care if he is
taking the last one.
.I doralcmit to he an (3Id grouch.
hut UM tired of going to the kitchen
expecting to find the tuna salad or
lasagna I made and finding nothing
but a dirty dish. Yesterday. I
bought two dozen cookies and a gat- Ion of ice cream. This evening, I
opened the freezer and they were
gone
My daughter won't say anything
to him about his nervy behavior.
She reads your column every day
Maybe &she sees this, it will sink
in.
INDIANA MUM
DEAR MOM: Don't eount'on
it. And don't feel guilty about
asserting yourself. Tell your daughter that polite guests do
not clean out their hostess's
refrigerator on- a-daily-basis.
and if she doesn't tell her
boyfriend how you feel - you
You could compromise by
leaving something for the
boyfriend in an-agreed-upon
location. That way you won't
-have to*worry about being
eaten out of house and home in
ybur abiterteec.
WORTH REMEMBERING:
"Though we travel the world 0
over to find thg beautiful, we ,
must carry' it with us or we find
it not."- RalpliWaldo Emerson
(1/40:1-1882)
•••
4:90d IHIVKI f...• everyone

Oi in -The Anger in
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— teens to

All of
iind Hoyt to Deal With It." To iirder, send
d eery.
a husinekk•sited. Reif-add
lope, plus cheek ornuilsi's irder for SSJIt
41114.Aa In l'anada.0 to Dear Abby. Anger
Ihioklet, PO. Nok 447, Mount Morris, IN.
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EirlbATION
John Stickler, Tera Rica Murdock, Josh Sykes and Tammy Dabbs are
tellers for the Southwest Elementary Bank. All fourth and fifth graders
earn Laker Bucks for good behavior, attendance and completing
assignments. This Is sponsored by Peoples Bank.
East Elementary students In Marjorie Grady and Heidi Helss' classes
enjoy working with the Alpha Time letter people in learning their letters,
sounds and language development.

Students at Southwest Elementary participated In a Drug Free Awareness Week. Kelsey Sykes and Amanda Cain, two students in Becky
Robertson's primary class, designed their own "Just Say No" shirts.

Julie McClellan, Rain Thomas and Josh Martin demonstrate a hula song
at the end of their study on marine biology. They are sophomores In
Stephanie Wyatt's class at Calloway County High School.

Murray Police Officer Melodie Jones and Safety Pup visited the Murray
Preschool/Headstart to help the children learn about ways to stay safe.

16.
Tyler Colson, Hope Treider, Alicia Nauity and Derek Baler enjoy playing
with vehicles during a unit on transportation. They are students at the
Murray PreschootHeadstart

4--,:...!.ens in Suzanne Schroader's primary class at North Elementary are
to the books written by students In Karen prick's upper prim3r)

Students in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors English II class assimilate the
feeling of bitter cold temperatures In preparation of reading Jack London's "To Build a Fire."

Eighth graders at Murray Middle School complete a math portfolio task
on measurement by making a string art design.

VP'
/
1
4
r

!.e

SC3

in Becky Gore's class at North Elementary are sculpting their
sours They could choose between meat eaters, dinosaurs of
or air and plant eaters.

Students
l
1
Amy 1;aker's, class at Calloway Courgy Preschool enjoy a
storytelling activity directed by Greg Acker, visiting artist.

As a part of the KERA art curriculum at Murray Middle School, fifth
graders Jessica Hutchens and Marla Himelick receive Instruction from
student teacher Rebecca Burnett utilizing "on-site" watercolor
techniques.

(

s

students In Marjorie Grady's class helped to raise
classroom by participating In the school's spell-a-thon.
.?•s• seated from left):. Laura Glisson, Whitney Wicker, Stacy
.
-!:r:a Beach. (Back fr.om left): Mary Hafner, Casey Milby,
.
and Chason McCulston.
•

Preschool students Samantha Ashcraft and John Garland from
Amy
Baker's class at Calloway County Preschool make dinosaur
eggs while
studying a unit on dinosaurs.
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WELCOME TO
CALLOWAY COUNTY
CELEBRATION ZONES
WE CELEBRATE East, North, and Southwest Elementary Schools for their commitment to...
All dayf every day kindergarten at each of elementary school for the past 10 years
The Growing Healthy Program, which provides students with a hands on, active learning approach to
health instruction
The Different Ways of Knowing Program, which allows students to study social studies through
outstanding children's literature
The Book It Program, provided with support from Pizza_ Hut, which offers incentives for students to read
books_
The Accelerated Reading Program (also utilized at Calloway Middle School) which offers students
computer assisted incentives for independent reading •
The YMCA. After School Child Care Program operated with the support of the Family Resource Center
The D.A.R.E. Program which offers students drug and alcohol abuse preVention training (this program is a
joint venture with Murray City Schools)
The Youth Extended Service Program in which Calloway Middle Students are teamed with elementary
mentors for real world work experiences
The Extended School Services Tutoring Programs in which students are provided with extra instruction
The emphasis on school wide themes which offer students the opportunity to,experieilce the "connections"
between their different subjects
The enhancement to learning that multi-age *programs provide students
The use of. instructional technology in all classrooms
The strong and vital commitment of parent volunteers
s

The innovative grant for modeling effective service delivery options to serve gifted and talented students
through integration of school and work and through applications of technology
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Calloway School System Celebration Zones

North Elementary School

Southwest Elementary School
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,East Elementary School

Preschool Center
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Calloway County Middle School

Calloway County High School
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North Elementary Celebration Zone
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WE CELEBRATE North and East ETementaries' Lego Robotics
Program in which students are given experience writing and operating
robotic computer programs.

WE CELEBRATE the Aces Program initiated at North and Southwest
which provides students with "hands-on" approaches to science
instruction.

WE CELEBRATE North Elementary's study and implementation of
Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligences Curriculum in which students
are encouraged to explore and utilize their unique intellectual gifts and
orientations.

WE CELEBRATE North's Accu-Weather Program which provides
students with practical experience with National Weather Service
information and a local weather station.

WE CELEBRATE North Elementary's Parent Volunteer Program in
which over 1,000 parents actively contribute to their students'
instructional program.

WE CELEBRATE North's "Great Mail Race" program in which students
write letters to other students across the United States in order to learn
about other schools and communities.

WE CELEBRATE the "Celebrate the Fourth" Program initiated at North
and instituted at East in which fourth grade stunts are provided with
self esteem activities through the guidance departments.

WE CELEBRATE North's Compliment Corner which is a weekly
newsletter highlighting exemplarr students' behavior, achievement,
and citizenship.
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Southwest Elementary Celebration Zone

Parent volunteers contribute tc
the success of our school.

Through reading and research students are encouraged to become independent
learners.

AL

Southwest has received the district's perfect attendance award for thirteen months.

The physical education and music programs encourage children
to learn In different ways. They challenge students to be creative
movers and thinkers.

Students engage In multi-age experiences
across the curriculum.

Southwest Elementary — a National Alliance to(
Restructuring Education school.
•

Students are involved
with banking - skills,
math Dorttolio entries
the
operating
and
Southwest Store provided by our business
partner. peoples Bang.
All of these actooties
streng.then math arc:
practicat !lying skills.

Written communication Is enhanced through the use of technology and the schoolwide "Wee Deliver postal service operated by the fifth grade.

Students are provided schoolwide opportunities to enhance the areas of science and social studies through schoohvide
themes and a new science lab.

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's affiliation with the National Alliance for

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's Record Perfect Attendance Award for

Restructuring Education.

thirteen months.

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's ''Wee Deliver' in which students learn

what it takes to operate a postal. service.
4.

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's Parent/Community Involvement Program designed for total public engagement with the school.

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's Physical FitnesrPrbgram which is

WE cELEBRATE Southwest's banking (assisted bi school business

tresighed to make every child a winner.

partner, Peoples Bank) in which students experience many practical
applications of math and portfolio instruction.

WE CELEBRATE Southwest's Inclusion Program for all special
education students.
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East Elementary Celebration Zone
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WE CELEBRATE the 'success of the East Elementary "East Side
Pride" Project in which the school and community work togetherlor the
benefit of the whole community.
WE CELEBRATE the success of the East Elementary Peer Response
Critiquing Program in which East students collaborate with Calloway
High students to improve the quality of student writing.at both levels.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the East Elementary TV studio crews
who help every student and staff member get a good start to the school
day.
WE CELEBRATE the success of the East Elementary Guidance
Program — especially WE CELEBRATE the fourth grade program
which assists students in preparing for the KIRIS Assessment.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the East .Elementary Primary
Program which has fufly implemented the non-graded concept.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the East ElemeniarrArt-Attack"
Program which promotes the display of student art work throughout the.
building.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the East Elementary Intermediate
Grade,Social Studies Project in which fourth and fifth graders are
grouped together around thematic units.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the East Elementary Chapter I
Reading.and Math Program in which identified students are helped to
attain their grade level proficiency and gain advanced skills.
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Preschool Celebration Zone
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WE CELEBRATE the success of the preschool blended classrooms in
wh!ch .students are grouped across age ranges and instructional
programs.e

WE CELEBRATE the committment of the.Calloway Board of Education .
to a five-day preschool program.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Preschool Interdisciplinary Visull
and Performing Vs Program in which students are actively engaged in
artistic creations.

•
WE CELEBRATE the success of the Preschool Parent Involvement
Program
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Preschool Celebration Zone
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Nvg,cLE,f30, TE the commitment of the Calloway Board of Education

•

in praVfdirt/Itartirattation to preschool students.

nt

INE CELEBRATE the success of the Preschool Program for providing
developmentally appropriate learning environments for all student.

11'

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Preschool Programs whith
provide meaningful instruction through play activities.
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Calloway Middle School Celebration Zone
•
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Students work In groups doing different
projects In the art classes at CCMS.

Hands-on learning is an integral
part of KERA and thecurriculum
at CCMS. These students work
on projects n science and industrial technology.

CCMS Academic Team took fourth place In
the Regional competition with the Quick
Recall team placing second. The teamwent
to the state competitions in March. Kevin
Brown and Nancy Schempp are the sponsors of the academic Many

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle school
high performance standards with which both students and Staff are
challenged to reach higher and higher levels of performance.

•

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Galloway County Middle School's
Apple Classroom of Tomorrow Center (one of seven in the nation).

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
emphasis on interdisciplinary teaching and program development.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
active learning program in which students are given the opportunitylo
become more active learners.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
affiliation with the National Alliance of Schools (one of the original
twelve in the United States).

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
Program.
Peer Tutoring
,

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle Scho9I's
emphasis on integrating technology across the total instructional
program.
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Calloway Middle School Celebration Zone
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The Youth Services Center at CCMS works with students doing several
activities promoting Drug-Free Uves. Students worked on a float for the
Christmas Parade which won first place In its division.

1104.4

Parent Judy Jones comments,"CCMS can celebrate the fact that they have a teacher like
Mr. David Foley. He sincerely Offered to help some students who were not In his class nor
even in his grade level, with any homework problems at anytime. I personally know of one
student who felt confident enough to ask for his help several times over the past couple of
years. Mr. Foley helped of his own tree will, on his own time after school, and with no extra
pay. He is 2 CCMS teacher who has gone the extra mile. God will bless him for it.
-

—LA

ACOT students share Multi-Media experience they have received at CCMS with visiting
students from Russia.
•

-

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School's
involvement with multi-medi-a applications to instruction and learning.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School's
Youth Services Chter.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
with its work with a National Weather Station.

•WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School's
Community Service Learning Projects.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle'School's
emphasis on student problem solving.

-WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
School-to-Work Program.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County Middle School
Environmental Responsibility and Awareness Programs.
'

Mayfield Celebration Zone

Alternative Education Zone

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Mayfield Boys'Treatment Center
(Calloway County Schools provides the educational services- to this
center) in assisting seven young men to complete their G.E.D. in
January and two men to be ready to graduate from high school in May.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
Alternative Education Program in which students at risk of failure in the
traditional program are given individual attention and individual
graduation plans which enable them to complete their high school
program.
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Calloway High School Celebration Zone
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WE CELEBRATE the success of Calloway County High School's
School-to-Work Program in which students are given opportunities to
prepare for transition from school settings to work environments.
WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
Mentorship Program in•which students are given the opportunity to be
mentored by practitioners from their selected employment areas.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
Foreign Language Program in which students are given the opportunity
to expand their language skills through the study of Latin, Spanish,
French, and German.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
Russian Environmental Project in which the study of science is applied
to the environment and in which there is an exchange between
Calloway County students and Russian students.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
Visual and Performing Arts award-winning programs.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High Speech
andicganurIjcatior-ts Prograckin whickstudents compete and win at
Side.and national levels.

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway COlunty High School
Modern Model Office Program in which students learn up to date office
operations.
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Calloway High School Celebration Zone
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WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
History Alive Social Studies Program in which students experience the
study of history (and other social studies subjects) in a dynamic and
contemporary setting.
WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
seniors' publication,_ "Recollections."

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High. School
Junior Reserve 'Officer Training Corps Program in which students
experience leadership and communication training.
WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
state and national award winning JOurnalism and Newspaper
Programs.
•

WE CELEBRATE the iuccess of the Calloway County High School
advanced placement classes in which- students earn college. credit:
before graduating from high school.

WE C4MA.T.E.thavsuccess Of the Calloway County- HigfrSChooi'—
Frrograms whiCh link real work experience with classroom instruction. (JTPA, jot?t, coaching, etc.) ,

WE CELEBRATE the success of the Calloway County High School
pint unlversity classes in which students not only earn college credit,
but also share the unique experience of $ a college environment

WE CELEBRATE the sucCess of the Clloway County 'High School
Peer Tutoring "Points of Light" Program
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Dr. Jack D. Rose, Superintendent
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CALLOWAY if OUNTY BOARD
OF EDUCATION MEMBERS
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Tim Stone, Chairman
Rick Murdock
Robert McDaniel
Steve Grogan
John Warren Nix
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